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The syllabus is subject to the following adaptations:

STUDENTS: The course dan be (and has been) offered to a wide variety of types
of prison personnel including

prison officials only prison guards and inmates together

inmates only custodial,treatment & inmates together

LENGTH: Depending upon which units are chosen, the course can last from. four to
twelve weeks. -Each encounter should take from two to three hours.

SEQUENCE OF ENCOUNTERS: Except for Encounter #1 (and #12 if ie is to be included),
the order of encounters is optional. They are presented here in the order in
which experience in teaching the course has found theril most effective.

COST: Arrangements caneusually be made with an institute, a college or a univer-
sity to furnish a qualified instructor without cOst to.the prison unit. College
students acting as instructors are generally given college credit for their con-
tribution. Transportation costs, food for snacks and the banquet, and supplies
may be paid for under a contract.' with the prison or may be raised by the students
from a general assessment to each student supplemented by donations and fund

raising projects.
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BRIEF HISTORY OF THE COURSE

In the fall of 1969, at the invitation of the late George Randall, Deputy Com-
missioner of Corrections for the State of North Carolina, the Speech Division
of the English Department of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
agreed to organize a team of,students and instructors to train selected inmates
at Polk Youth Center in Raleigh; N.C., to go out into the state and.speak to
high school audiences on how to avoid a life of crime and in, particular, of
crime related to drug addiction. Maurice Baker of Polk Youth Center was the
coordinator of the program during the academic year of 1969-1970. A number of
sPeaking engagements were held, often accompanied by a prison singing group.
Special arrangedents were made to have security personnel accompany Mt. Baker
and the inmates on the speaking tours. The program was giveh the title, "Tell
It Like It Is," a tribute to deglamorizing the use'of alcohol and drugs..

Iwthe spring of 1971, with the consent of then Commissioner Lee .Bounds, the
speaker _bureau aspect of. the program was deferred and he first short course
in communications was offered to volunteer offenders on Sunday nights at Umstead
Youth Center in Butler, N.C. The students and instructors who volunteered for
the project had not attempted a course directed at inmates before, and so began
the construction of this syllabus. Techniques that worked were kept; those
that were not successful were discarded. In the main, instruction has been
offered to classes composed of inmates only. However, in several instances,
parallel instruction has been offered to prison officials, and, in one case,
security personnel and inmates met in the same class. Some isolated meetings

were conducted when all three parties--security,treatment, and offenders--were

present together.

Instruction inVolving a variety of encounters and varying types'of students was
offered in the fall of 1971 at Sanford Advancement Center, Sanford, N.C. (males
of widely varying ages); in the spring of 1973 at Polk Youth Center (males from
16-22); in the fall of 1973 at Central Youth Center (males from 16-22)*; in the
spring of 1974 at).North Central Correctional Center, Raleigh, N.C. (males from
18-65-0; in the Tall of J974 at Triangle Correctional Center, Raleigh, N.C.
(males from 18-65+); in the spring of 1975 at the North Carolina Correctional
Center for Women, Raleigh, N.C. (femals from 17-65+); in the fall of 1975 at
Sandhills Youth Center, McCain, N.C. (males from 16-18), and in the spring of
1976 at Triangle Correctional Center.(males 18-65+). Plans are being made to
experiment in the fall of 1976 by making the course a,patt of a pre-release pro-
gram now being offered by the North Carolira Department of Corrections at their

prerelease center f.n Greensboro, N.C.

There has been four efforts to evaluate the effectiveness of the course. Honors
papers by undergradutes Donald Vaughan (May, 1974) and .Stefanie'Mendell (May,
1975) showed encouraging trends on pencil-and-paper tests. Data from a r@vival
of the "Tell It Like It Is" program (renamed "Speak Out") and ftom the course
offered in the spring of 1976 as been partially analyzed and again shows en-
couraging trends. However, Sufficient funds have not been available to control
any of these four past experiments properly and to explore the possible effects
*During the year 1973, the short course acquired the name "Safety via Communica-
tions" to point out that the streets of America would be safer if inmates re-
leased from institutions could solve their problems by positive verbal agility.
However, the label has proved ambiguous and is being phrased out.
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of the program upon recidivism. Monies are now being sought tepermit a
sophisticated measurement of the effect of the program. Copies.of the evalu-
ations of the program to date may be secured on loan from the Speech Division
of the English Department of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill,
Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514.
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BEHAVIORAL
OBJECTIVES.

ENCOUNTER #1

Mirroring Positive and Negative Communication Patterns
Using Dyads (One-on-One)

1. to begin implanting positive channels of communication along-
side the existing negative channels of communication by mirror-
ing the negative back to the students so they can hear back
their own negativism.

2. by rotating every fifteen to twenty minutes, to allow two or
three instructors to start getting acquainted with two or three
students as individuals.

INSTRUCTORS PLEASE NOTE: THIS IS.NOT A BULL OR A RAP SESSION.
Students.have had these before and often hold them in contempt.
Officials are also justifiably suspicious of rap and bull ses-.

sions. The session is conducted'.informally, but the attitude
of the ingtructOrs toward the student's needs to be firmly but
indirectly established. If :-J1 instructor appears to be just

chatting with a student, a facilitator for that session should
switch the instructor, informing him/her during the switch to..
strengthen his/her approach.

PHYSICAL a. sufficient space so that a student end an instructor can con-
FACILITIES verse In some privacy. -Instructors should. be ingenious in pro-

viding privacy, but should not leave the designated space unless
they clear with the.facilitator. Women instructors may wish to
wear slacks so they can sit On the floor, if necessary.

b. a_place where refreshments may be served informally buffet-
style. A specially designated committee of inStructors should
break open the refreshments about half way through the session.
Instructors and Students in pairs can wander over to serve them-
selves. This is a good opportunity for'instructOrs to switch
students by.introducing themselves to anothpr student and intro-
ducting e student-to another instructor.. Facilitators should .

be on the alert for students who accidentally get left stranded.

GENERAL I. No-tape recorders (audio or video) or notes should be taken

ADVICE during these sessions. Instructors should record their comments'

on the session from memory afterwardi. PRESSURE BY RESEARCHERS
TO RECORD THE SESSIONS SHOULD BE STOUTLY RESISTED.

II. If an instructor is-crowded by a person of the.opposite sex
(or vice versa), the facilitators for the session should move
quickly but unobtrusively to switch instructors.; This crowding

is almost alfaays unconsciously dcone,but it'makes officials
justifiably apprehensive.' A prearranged distresS signal by in-
structors to facilitators may be agreed upon.

If an instructor.is talking one-on-one to an_offelider, un-
less the institution has a-regulation, there can be no set rule
as to whether an instruct-or should talk about the offense of the

1
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offender. If an exchange of such information occurs, it should
be accepted at that point for its.face value. It may be that
the offender is following a natural tendency of most of.Us to,
make.the Mord traumatic parts of our lives either less intensive
or more intensive than they actually were.

III.InStructorS will need to expend more energy than students.
They should not appear to be pushy, ut.they cannot just sit back
and relax, waiting-for thfngs to happen. Af the instruCtot is
not progtessing satisfactorilywith his student, he should sig-
al the facthtator and the cue will indicate a swap. An in-
structor should not expect'to in all'of his encounters. He will .

r )be'suspect at the beginning. Time can' make a lot of difference.

TIME (1) The facijitators may wish to begin with_an announcement that
SEQUENCE: goes something like this:

All of us in this course have had experiences that tell
us that society is not going to help us out. Most of
ushave had to struggle hard fcci what we get. However,
it may be that society in part shunts us off.because we,
shunt it off. We are negative, so it is negative. All
of us haVe to be.in part negative because being negative
helps to protect us from being hurt. So the instructors
are not here tO take your gripe sessions away.from you.
But We are here to try to help you to understand those
gripe sessions better.nnd to shoW you how being positive
has just as many strengths,if not mere, than being nega-
tive.

.Today we are goiug to pair up into twos (dyada)--one stu-
dent and one instructor. The facilitators will let you
talk_for awhile, and then we will switch you around ao
you can get to know more than one person. The instruct-
ors Will make an effort to mirror bad( to you some of
your own thoughts. If this bugs you_a little, that's QK.
You'll get over it. Part of the.object of these sessions
i6 to get so"you see yourselfiffiore clearly, and that's
not always fun. But-it does help in.every may.

So now we.will ask each instructor to pair up with a stu-
dent,.and 'find a convenient prate to talk. Because the'
room is.Crowdad, you will have tO sit close together so
you can hear each other. Those of'us who'are facilitating
this. session will move around and,be as helpful as We tan.

(2) Instructors should approach a student quickly.and say, "Let's
us talk for a little while over here." Do not hold,back until.
a facilitator has to tell you to pair up with a student,

(3) You may have to Use some touch,to guide the student re

you wish-to-tal.k4---Hand on shoulder or Arm isLpermissibl
indicate the place you have chuen to-talk. But keep phys
contact brief,

1 0
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(4) One of the ways for the instructor to begin the one-on-one
conVersation is to confess some of.the negative ways the in-
structor has of communicating and talking about his/her attempts

to add some positive methods alongside the negative ones. The
shift should be made unobtrusively over to get the atudent to
talk about his own negative and positive styles of communication..

(5) The facilitators will usually allow the instructors a little
more than fifteen minute's to get a good conversation. going. If,
when the facilitator approaches to move you to another student,
you feel that you are just about to the place of making an im-

portant point, you have the right to.decline- moving the first
time. Only unusual circumstances would justifying your deClin:-
ing to meet anOther student the second time the facilitator asks.

(6) Instructors should not expect the.one-on-one session to have

a climax. It will not. When the facilitators say that it is
time for the session to close in five or ten minutes, begin to
wrap up your converdation, saying good-byes with vigor, shaking'
hands,.but. MOVE PROGRESSIVELY OUT.

(7) The key phrase in this.exercise is.the old stock expression,
"What I hear you say is . " or "Do.I hear you saying . .1"

You do not have to use this specific phraseology, but words to
this effect should be used to.mirror bhck to the student the
type of communication he is using.

SIMULATED INSTRUCTOR: Hey George (everyone will have a name tag), let's

ENCOUNTER: you and me go somewhere we can talk a little. No, it's too

Crowded over there. Let's try back here.

(Student Will probably remain silent during.this maneuver.)

INSTRUCTOR: I, thought I'd ,begin by talking to you about soMe of
the ways that I communicative negatively and some of the ways I.

Communicate positively: And then you can do the same for me.''

OK?

STUDENT: Well, I guess. Where are you from, anyway?

'INSTRUCTOR: I'm a senior over at the university taking courses
in chemistry. I've gnt this roommate who is always complaining
about everything. According to him, his parents are no.good,
his classes are no good, his girl friend doesn't give a hoot
about him, and on and on. Know the kind of guy I mean?.

STUDENT: Yeah, we got some like that here.

INSTRUCTOR: Well, lately I've noticed that, when he starts icr
griping, I start griping too because I get sore at Yome. I

start-yelling at him. You know?

STUDENT: Uh uh.
"c-5

INSTRUCTOR: But now, I'm determined I'm no going to let him

get me down. So I've tried saying some positive things to him,
like "Frank, you gripe too much. You've got some things pretty
dern good; you know," but that only made him wone. So now I

just keep, on trying to keep, myself positive.

1
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STUDENT: Like how?

INSTRUCTOR: Well, for 'one thing. I don't argue with him. Se-

cond, when he starts on me, I say to myse, "Jim, qe buddy,
here it comes again.. You keep your cool, and remember that you
are the one whose going to lose if he gets to you."

STUDENT: Does it'help?

INSTRUCTOR: I'm going to give it a good'try.

STUDENT: All the people around here gripe all the time.

INSTRUCTOR: Do you gripe a.lOt yourself?

STUDENT: Who me? No...well, I guess some, but I try not to.

INSTR-6CTOR: Do.I get the message that you're not sure you can
keep yourself positive with all the griping, going on around you?

STUDENT: Oh, I do OK.
° T

INSTRUCTOR:
A.
How.do you get along with the guards?

STUDENT: oh, OK. I sort :of let thbm aldne and they let Me alone.

INSTRUCTOR: Do I hearq8u saying that you sort of clam up around
the guards?

STUDENT: Well, you ,see, it's this way. Some of the guys, well,
they kinda like to butter up people, the guards included. Me,
I'm not doing any of that stuff.

INSTRUCTOR: Good.. That'S being positive. You think enough of
yourself not to apple polish. That takes a good eelf-image.

STUDENT: Oh, I do talk to them a little, at least to a couple'.

INSTRUCTOR: Do you Meadthat you get along with some guards and
not with others?

STUDENT: I guess so. That's this one uly on one shift. He's
a,pretty good guy. He and I talk some.

INSTRUCTOR:. To change the subject a little, how do you and your
family communicate? Me, I do OK, except with one of my.sisters.
I've got to work on that.

STUDENT: Me, I never did get along with my father. My mother,
well, she and I talk,some.

INSTRUCTOR:
telephone?

You"write her letters 'as well

4

STUDENT: Not really. MaYbe a couple of

INSTRUCTOR:
you:care too

Does
muth

as call here on the ---.

times a year I write.

that mean you don't care about here .or, that,
and are afraid she won't write back?

STUDENT: Well; that's a jittle personal, you know.

INSTRUCTOR: OK. Except stmetimes people feel that way. I know
A that I'm that way'about my sister. I would write to her more,

12,
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ifI thought'she wOuld answer.

STUDENT: .My family, well, they got to look out for themselves.

I can't do much for them. All they want.me to do is to send

money anyway. I don't have any money to send them.

INSTRUCTOR: Do I hear you saying that you wish your family

would pay you some attention, and since they won't;.you're sore

at them.

STUDENT: Look; it's this way. When I came here eighteen months

ago . .

"1".MM"/*/%0fts

OPENING SESSION
Instructors and students can sit in both the first ana

sTeCond rows of chairs; provided ,t-he seating is random,

but it is better.to keep the instructots encircling the

Students. The facilitators on.the outSide of the circle

are moving quietly, to keep up a cross fire conversation

with the faCilitator making the announceMe# in the cen-

ter of tbe.circle.

5
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Pairs of student and
instructors scatter
over the space provid-
ed,some sii:ting on the
floor perhaps, others
up on tables. The fa-
cilitator moves unob-
trusively around his
assigned area and swaps
students and instruct-
ors, not only in his/
her particular group
but outside that group
as well.

-
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EVALUATION: Instructors are asked to fill out the follovithg two pages and sub- .

mit them to the facilitators; ,Although you cannot take notes dur-.
ing the session, you can jot down your recollections 'during the
trip back from the institutions and immediately after.you return
so that you.can use as many of the exact words that transpired in

the encounter as possible.
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Meeting Behavioral Objective #1: Record a minimum of 3 instances in which you
mirrored back to a student the negative or positive communication pattern he/
she appeared to have been following, and record the response as shown below.

YOUR MIRRORING PHRASE STUDENT'S RESPONSE
+ or -

pattern

EXAMPLE: Do I hear you say-
ing that you think it's
tough to be - and soft to
be +?

#1

#2

#3

Yeah, well, in a way. I mean if
you go around all the time be-
ing a winner, well,.people think
you're kinda stuck up.

#4

NOTE: Typewritten responses requested.

. 15



Meeting Behavioral Ob ective #2: Note the names, some biograe)hical data, and
make a value judgment about the ratio of + and - communication that each stu-
dent used

NAME OF STUDENT BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION PROGNOSIS: + or or both

.EXAMPLE: Enos
,Garcia

0

Age: 28
Work: Night officer
Education: ???? (perhaps h.s.
Marital Status: divorced, 3

small children,showed me
photographs

Crime: didn't say, I didn't
ask,said he hoped for
parole in 6 mos.

may dO OK in the sessions
if he can come out of his

) shell; good vocabulary;
can he speak Spanish?
said he had little verbal
contact with inmates (-)
but spokellighly of his ,

colleagues (+)

#1

#2 .

#3

NOTE: Typewritten responses requested.



ENCOUNTER #2

Labeling Open and Closed Channels of Communication
by Mapping Out How CommuniCation Works in the Institution

BEHAVIORAL 1. to see what are the channels of communication within the in-
OBJECTIVES stitution and with such outside agencies as the parole board, law-

yers, churches, omhudsmen;-and grievance committees with emphasis
. .

upon the followi:ng:
OPEN and CLOSED channels of communication
DIRECT and INDIRECT channels of communipation

-i2.. ,poAdentify vb,At correspondence there is between what prison'
offiCials view'as theoperative channels of communication and what
inmates view as the operative channels.

3, to,inform the'instructors how the system in the institution
is operating so they can guide students into the positive channels
open to them.

PHYSICAL. a. sufficient space so that 5 to 6 groups of combined instructors
FACILITIES and residents can function as independent groups.

gimp ONE
5 Instructor

5 stu-
dents

GROUP TWO
instructors

5 students

GROUP THREE
5 instructors
5 students

GENERAL
ADVICE

GROUP FOUR
_instructors
5 students

b. newsprint pads
c. several different colors of large'tipped felt pens
d. chart stands, sif possible

I. Instructors 'should be seated alternately with students. .

II. The instructor who is working on the diagram of the channels

of communication will probably spend most of his/her time writing

so that the other instructors must elicit the information from the

students and'Ieed it to the diagrammer.

III. The tendency in this session is for one or two students to ,

dominate the discussion because they are "big operators" and think

they know bow things work. Try not to let this happen. If one or

two students pull their chairs'back and just watch, an instructor

17



should go over and sit by him, question him quietly about the chan-
nel of communication that is being discussed and slowly work him
into the group.

III. Students should be encouraged to take the felt pens themselves
and draw a given channel on the chart. The version of the,chart
does not stress neatness but completeness and accuracy.

IV. Of the 5 or 6 subgroups, one or two will go very well and one
or two will go poorly, usually because of the presence or absence
of one or two key students who lead or detract from the group.

V. There may be some small side discussions going on between an
instructor and a student to clarify a particular point. The facil-
itator(s) should tolerate these distractions, but instructors must
keep clown the noise level if they are working with an individual

-

student on a one-to-one basis rather than as part of the small
group. Sometimes a facilitator or an instructor should take one
student off to one side and get his reactions individually. Ifthe
diStraction becomes too great, the facilitator will have to find a
solution.

: TIME (1) The facilitators will outline to the asseMbled group of stu-
SEQUENCE 'dents and instructors the objectives of the session and how the

gioupS should proceed. Facilitators should.display charts
.:fiom:previous sessions-showing .(a) the rough drafts prodUced from
*the first session;.(b) the composite of those rough drafts-pre-
'pared .63, the facilittors and amended by the students at a Second
session; and (c) the completed chart of the channelsof.communica-
tion of the institution and its outside contacts that is suitable
for diiplay at the institution if so desired. The final chart
should be on very stiff posterboard, at least. 3'/5'

(2)1 iecause the composition of the students may change.Somewhat
from' sesiion to session, it is best if facilitators-divide the
inatrUCtors into 5-or 6 groups in advance,but students shoUld be-
direCteeto groups informally on the.spot...Otherwise, if the hand-
out distributed by the facilitators includessnot only the names of
the insteuctors assigned to a group but also the names Of the stu-
dents,. a lot of time is Wasted.

'(3) This encounter ie Usually carried outjn smallSegments of
20 to 30 minutes spread out-oiret 2 or 3 sessions.. For mosi.stu-
dents, the fatigue factor aets in if the small groups last longer .
than one-kilf hour. .The'first segment produced a iough draft
frOm'each subgroup; the facilitatOrs take these back to their head-
quarters and Make up a compositeproducing 5 to 6 copies for each
subgroup for.the following segment._ These composites are shown.
to:the same small groups.for. corrections and additions.. Finally,

.
-facilitators make.a composite model that is shown to atudents in
the third segment.,..(NOTE: It is-sometimes possible to have prison
officials who are not participating in-the seasion to draw:up, with
the-aid or -2 or 3 instructors, a similar chart. -Comparisons can
.then'be made at.the final segment between what the class establish- .

ed as the operative channels and what the officials established as
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This model is an adaptation of the channels of connunication operative at the Triangle Correctional

center in Raleigh, N.C. However, the designation of strong and weak chnnels,_informal channels,.
written channels only, and blocked chvinels were chosen at random for.purposes of illustration.
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the operative channels.)

METHODS OF (a) Get the small groups seated as closely together as possible
APPROACH with students alternated with instructors.

(b) Be certain that the chart being produced can be seen by all.
(c) Start building the chart with the students, sketaling in
their positions on the newsprint pad, and then work in and out to
other facets of the institution.
(d) Be certain what those instructors leading the session.are
speaking loudly enough so that everyone can hear. If all 5 or 6
subgroups have to oPerate in the same room, the noise level can

-be high.

ANSWERS TO (I) If.a blocked channel.becomes obvious, that channel can be so
QUESTIONS 'labeled on the-model. However, the instructors inthe coUrse are
THAT MAY , not in a position to see to it that the channel IA opened. The .

ARISE AS best approach is to explain who might-get the channel opened and
THE SESSION to clarify all possible reasons why it appears olosed. .If the
PROGRESSES. blocked channel is between an inmate and a counselor, it might be

wise totry the mirror effect; ,"Do I hear you saying that you
treat the counselor just about the same way that the counselor
treats you?"

(II) An informal channel breaks the.chain of command. Indirect

channels octur in all organizations. In prison units,'people who
use indirect channels may not wish to reveal theirj.dentify for

fear they will closeup. FurtherMore, if their existence is point-
ed out,blatantly to theauperintendent, the superintendent may.feel
that he'will have to close the informal channel. So draw out the

informal channels. adroitly.,

(III). If students disagree on how a c'clannel operates, that's great.
Spend some time trying to elicit why the disagreement exists. If
the two parties cannot come- to an agreement, then put down both
yersions and let the facilitators see what shows up on the other
charts. The disagreement may persist and show up on the final
model.

(IV) Minority and majority groups may disagree on how channels
operate. It may be wise for the facilitators to quietly.arrange
for one subgroup to contain only majority, members and another sub-
group to contain Only minority members. In compiling, the facil
tators. should obserVe thacharts proAmed by the homogeneous groups
for trends.

EVALUATION .

Meeting Behavioral Ob'ective #1:Jacilitators will furnish you a copy of the

final draft of the chart showing the Channels of communication in this-insti-

tution, but it will have no labels on it. On ihe next page, either redraw the

chart and add the labels or mount the one given you.by the facilitators on the

next page with a cleat glue and add the labels. Use only ink or felt pen.

Meeting Behavioral Objective #2; If prison officials.produced a separate model" -

of the channels of coMmunication, use page 14 to write a.brief:essay on what

you consider to-be the main differences between the way the ,,channels are per-

oeived bY the officialsand the way they are.perceived by.the inmates.
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Follow the instructions on the preceding page for meeting behavioral objective
#1.

-r
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Follow instructions on page.12 for meeting behavioral objective #2.

.?

Meeting Behavioral Objective #3: Contrast what you find to be the ratio be-
tween the + and - channels of communication in this institution. When possible,
suggestion solutions to the --channels and ways to emphasize the'+ channels.

+ or o en c annels or c osed c anne s
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ENCOUNTER #3

Using Role Playing with Positive arid Negative Solutions
to Illustrate How Communication Barriers Are Formed
and How Communication Barriers Can Be Solved

BEHAVIORAL 1. to encourage positive channels of communication by putting X

OBJECTIVES in Y's place so that X understands better why Y communicates as

he does
2. to build ou this understanding so that X learns to break through

the barriers.tO communication with Y by offering Y commications

that Y can accept, without either X or Y giving up their honesty

DEFINITIONS E. J. Thomas and B. J. Biddle in their. &Essay, "The Nature and His-
tory of Role Theory" give in table form those who contributed to

the information on which role theory emerged in the 1930's and the .

1940's as a tool for use in therapy. J. L. Moreno used the terms
"role"'and "role playing" as early as 1934 and developed these con-

epts in his later publications.

Mark Chesler and Robert Fox pointed out in Role-Pla3iing Methods in

the Classroom that "role playing calls for a student's stepping out-

side the accustomed role that he plays in life, elinquishing his-

usual patterni of behavior in exchange for the role and patterns of

another person." However, in not every role playing situation does

everyone involved,stoP outside of himself. There are formats for

role playing that involve some people being themselves while others

play the life styles'of others. A manual describing the place of

role playing in psychotherapy listed five formats:

straight role playing: If two persons are involved, one plays

himself while the second person plays the role of anotheri'

EXAMPLE: George, an inmate, plays himself as he tries to

get himself hospitalized in the institutional infirmary

for a genuine stomachsailment. Frank, an M.D., plays the
role of a.prison physician who habitually does not listen
to inmates,about their ailments and often just issued them

a set af pills to get rid of them. Here George, who

has actually had 4-history of sibmach problems, is
straight role playing and would have a chance to hear how

his words sounded to a hospital physician.

role reversal: George and Frank-would exchange rolea. George

would imagine himself to be the prieon physician and Frank

would imagine himself to be an inmate seeking hospitaliza-

tion for a stomach ailment.

alter ego format: This variation takes a minimum of three per-

sons. George would:play:himself-as the inmate with a gen-

Iline stomach ailment. Frank, an M.D. who is normally re-

ceptive to inmates with ailments again plays the role of,

the unsympathetic prison physician. Romero, a counselor,

would express what he would imagine to be Frank's inner

thoughts as he talks to George.
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EXAMPLE:
George: Dr. Frank, I came to see you last week about this

pain in my stomach and 'you gave Mesome pills,but
they haven't helpec4

Frank: Well, let's see here, George. I'll give you some
of the red ones this time and we'll see if they
help.

Romero: Here's a real goof-off. Nothing wrong with him!

'George: I really think I need some X-rays. I think I
got an ulcer.

Frank: Well, we'll see about that. You try these out
for a week, and you'll feel better.

Romero: Guys like this drive me up the wall. What does
he think this is anyway., a hotel:

A fourth person could be added, giving George an alter-
ego also, saying such things as This guys a real quack.
The only reason he's a prison doc is th,it he couldn't Make
it on the outside.

mirror technique: The feature of this format is that a person
stands back and watches what happens when other people act
as he/she does. George will stand back. Jerry will play
George.

EXAMPLE,:

Jerry: Gee, doc, see, I got this.pain in my gut, you
(George) know, and them pills didn't do no _good.

Frank: Well's let's see here, Georga.--I'll give you some.
of the red ones this time.They'll go the trick.

Now, to intensify matters even further, we will introduce
Huang who will be George's alter ego and attempt to say
what Huang thinks George would say if he were saying his'
thoughts outloud.

Huang: How can he sit over there and talk that garbage;
Besides. Jerry doesn't sound like' me: I don't
come over like that. do I...or do I? I thought
I spoke good English.' Do I sound like that;
That sounded pretty.negative. Maybe I ought to
be more positive.

The role_playing could'then be dona again, with Jerry in-
Gtructed.by the facilitator to try to sound more positive
to see if the prison physician would react more favorably
and to find out if Huang would imagine George'e reaction
somewhat differently. Of course, in the end, George has
to comment himself. A good dialogue often results be-
tween Huing and George. George's use of English may not
be all that "standard", but George has never heard himself
before.
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doubling: George and Ftank stand back,to back. George now talks
outloud about-his own feelings in the.matter. Frank becomes
George's alter ego and,says what 3eorge tay also be thinking
about the matter but is hesitant to say.

EXAMPLE:

George: I. really.do have this stomach ailment. Why can't he
see that?

Frank:. -I wonder if I'm saying it right.
George.: Why in the hell do I have to. say it right? He's a

doc, isn't he? 1.16,'s getting paid, and plenty!

Frank: I could be more interesti:ng in bitching about the .

whole_thingthan getting my poor stomach looked after.
George: What' the hell do you mean by that?.I hurt, don't I? .

Frank: .Sure, I hurt. I hurt... But I'm also angry,

George: .0K. OK. I'm angry. So what? .

Frank: So you come over as a slob. Why don't you-think
enough of yourself to come over positive:

George: Who wants to come over positive?
Frank: It's a cinch you don't,

.This lesson will.feature mainly the second, format, role reversal.
It will also feature,"free role playing":in contrast to. "script
role playing.". Students will be asked to make up their comments as
they go along. Script role playing can be used (1) where:students
are not sophisticated to see themselves well enough to stare with'
and need some help. to get started'and (2) whpre students need to
grasp concepts that are foreign to their own past experiences..

PHYSICAL a. one large area-where studentssand instructors can assemble for
FACILITIES an explanation of the session_and a couple of demonstrations by the'.

facilitators of role reversal
b. areas where small groups of 10 (4-5 instructors and 4-5 students)
can work together in relatiye independence, but no ao far removed
from each other that facilitators cannot move easily from small
group to small group
c. felt pens, large pieces of white paper,'and pins so that, if,
necessary, the roles that.people are playing can be pinned on them.
Some classes need this emphasis to identification to accelerate:
the role playing.process whereas others do not; some.small groups.:'
within one class need he identification whereas Other mnall groups .

may not. But it is best.to have the materials available so the
facilitators can Tecom*pd them if they are needed,

GENERAL Students know the communication problems id the institution bet-

ADVICE ter than the instructors. .Therefore, if at all possible, sugges-
4ons far Tole playing situations should come from the student. The
students-may respond well if the instructors begin the TOle playing

in the small groups, with. students replacing instructora as quickly

as posqible.
-

II. Monitor the degree to which negative communications are reinfor--

ced with laughter and applause. If such positive feedback to nega-

tive 'communication becomes too great, instructots shouid call atten-,

tion to what.is happening and ask students why the reaction.haa-oc.,
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curred.

ITT;vtnstructors may wish to give the more shy members of the
small groups minor roles in the beginning skits.

,

IV..Occasionally a ringleader will not want to participate in the
mnall groups, waiting to see how other people stick out their necks.
Instructors should consider this a challenge to try to get him into
the act. If he repeatedly refuses, one possible solution is to slow-
ly pivot the group away from him until he is screened out and no
one is paying any attention to him.

V. If the skits necessitate loud talking and some physical contact,
instructors, should be aware that this may disturb some officials
who are not involved in the class. Keep boisterousness down to
what is essential.

TIME (1)-Facilitators, using the pross-fire technique for establishing
SEQUENCE ,group dynamics', explain a brief handout that clarifies these terms:

empathy...*the ability to put yourself in another's place
role 212.2ing.-...takinga good look'at yourself by using

'empathy to see how others see you,and even how you
see yourself.

role reversal....that format forrole playing that let's You
act.out,how somebody else Operates, while somebody
elSe actS out how You operate

.role switching...swapping roles back and forth so that you can
.firtit get the feeling of being one person, and then
get the feelingdfbeing another.person

(2).Two facilitators get in the middle of the double circle and
present a skit inVolVing role reversal. The other facilitators
chosen for that seision circulate around. the edges of the double
Circle, interrupting from time to time to ask the role players a
question about, why they.are behaving as they are.. Here are some
suggested subjects for the faCilitators to. role play:,'

the secretary's purse,is missing, nd she goes into the boss
to. accuse an.inMate employed there on work release of
taking her money. Skit should.be done first with the in-
mate reacting negatively and defensively to.the charge
'("Sure,..I knew when I came here tO workeveryone wasgo-
ing topick on me) followed,bY the inMate'reacting pOsi-
1ively to the charge ("Sure, Miss FiCkett, I can under-,
stand why you'WOuld think I took it..I'm.the inmate work.-
ing here. But I just didn't take-it. 8o let's-get to-
gether and see if we can Ilgure put who did.")

parolee applies to the boss for a proMotien; secretary is

.
consistently rude; boss responds negatively whenthe
parolee is negative, responds positively when the parolee
.is positi!ve

iilMate is upset because his sister is dating a parolee whO

Used io be in the same institution where. he isi and,:when
she Pomes to see him on Sunday, he confronts her with his

. feelings
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counselor protests to the warden that her case load is too
:teavy; warden responds negatively by saying that the
whole thing is out of his hands, then responds posi-
tively by adding a part-time secretary and assigning
an additional inmate to her working staff

(3) Facilitators then divide the group into small sections of ten.
Again, which instructors go to which group can be planned in ad-
vance, but each group of instructors should recruit an equal number
of students on.the spot.

(4) Each subset of instructors should demonstrate the concepti
F-igain in the small groups, starting off the skits themselves and
V then slowly working-the students into the role playing. An initial

conference can be held at which all members of the subgroup agree
on the theme they want to demonstrate, or the subgroup can be fur-
ther divided into sections,and each seotion can do its own role
playing before the small group.

(5) Instructors should reward student demonstrations with verbal
and nonverbal cues.. WATCH FOR CHANCES TO CONTRAST POSITIVE AND
NEGATIVE COMMUNICATION:

(6) After giving each subgroup a warning, facilitators should re-
assemble the entire class and have .each subgroup put on its best
demonstration of role playing before the assembly. Feedback.again
should be demonstrative. The session should end with instructors
congratulating the students on their successes and encouraging them
to think about what has happened to them before the next session-
takes.place.

SIMUIATED Fac., 1: We have tried to point out some of the + ways that people

ENCOUNTER communicate and some of the ways.

Fac. 3: So far, you have been revealing largely things about your-
self and the way you act.

Fac. 2: Now you are going to try to put yourself in the place of
others and try cOmmunicating positively and negativel'y the way
they might do.

Fac. 3: Here's a handout with some terms on it we're going to be
working with We facilitators are all going to take turns explain-

, ing them.

(explanations transpire: Facilitators #4 and #5 who are
circulating around the outside of the double circle ask
questions to the facilitators in the center to get the
cross-fire group dynamics going.)

Fac. 1: If these definitions still aren't clear, they Will probably

be cleared up by the demonstrations we are now going to give.

Fac. 2:We've chosen a situation, and we're going to do it first

stressing negative chanmels of communication and then stressing

positive channels.

Vac. 3: And we're going to rotate roles, so you can see how you

can get the feeling of how a;'1 the people in the situation feel.
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(The facilitators pin signs on themselves, perhaps using
a few props like a steno pad, a telephone, etc., and de-
monstrate role reversal and rola switching.)

Fac. 1: Now that you've got the idea, we're going to divide into
small groups and let each group do two or three situations. Then
we'll reassemble and let each group do its best skit for everybody.
If you want to, you can appoint a student to critique each skit and
point out the positive and negative communication patterns that'
took place.

(small groups'are observed by facilitators who rotate to
watch for trouble spots. If one group ié going slowly, a
facilitator may join it to help it out.

Facs. 1, 2 & 3: About five more minutes, and we're going to go back
into the large group. Pick which of.your skits you want to do be-
fore the class. Be sure to do it with both positive and 'negative
communication patterns.

(instructors in4the small groups clarify what-skit their
group is to do)

Fac.1: Ok, let's.get back into one big session.

vac.3: Now which group wants to be first?

Fac.2: How about the group that did the skit about the parole
board? Why don't you go first?

(after each skit, reinforcement is offered verbally and non-
verbally; however, watch how much negative reinforcement takes
places for the skits that make negative communication pay off)

Fac. 1: It's time to quit. What we want you to do between now and
the next-session is for you to try .0 put yourself in the place -
of someone and see if you can solve yout communication problem with
him a little easier by putting yourself in his shoes. We'll take
a few minutes at the beginning of the next session to talk about
that.

EVALUATION 1. to meet the first behavioral objective, use the next page to
describe one instance during this week that you had put yourself
in the.place of the person you were communicating with and explain
how this helped you with your communicating

2. to meet the second behavioral objective, describe three of the
skits that tqok place at the last session that had a negative out-

come. Then for each, suggest one or two ways that the encounter
could have emerged with a positive outcome.
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INSTRUCTOR'S REACTION TO MEETING THE BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES OF,ROLE THEORY

1. Describe below one instance that oCcurred during this past week, after you
acted as an instructor in the role theory .session, in which, during a communi-
cation interchange, you attempted to put yourself into the other person's
place so you could understand him/her. better. Describe how this empathic re-
action on your part helped to facilitate the communication.

-DESCRIPTION OF THE COMMUNICATION SITU- YOUR INTERNAL REACTION TO TRYING
ATION WHERE YOU APPLIED ROLL THEORY TO IMPROVE -KCOMMUNICATION

2. Describe 3 skits that took place at the rola theory session that had a
negative communication pattern. Then-suggest one or two ways that the encounter
could have emerged with a. + outcome's

DESCRIPTION OF SKIT #1

21
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DESCRIPTION OF SKIT #2 Positive Resolution A:

Positive Resolution B:

DESCRIPTION OF SKIT #3 Positive Resolution A:

Positive Resolution B:
t.
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ENCOUNTER #4

Improving Self-Image by TA:
How Positive Communication Can Be Achieved
Using the Adult-to-Adult Transaction
with Persons Playing I'M OK; YOU'RE OK

BEHAVIORAL 1. to contrast the effectiveness of negative and positive channels

OBJECTIVES of communication by contrasting the I'M OK; YOU'RE OK + life posi-
tion with the three -'1ife positions

2. to enable students to identify parallel transactions (e.g.,

adult-to-.adult, a positive communication) with crossed transactions
(e.g., adult-to-child, frequently a negative.communication)

3. to apply the knowledge of these.concepts toward.building a more
positive self-image for both students and.instructors .

PHYSICAL a. one large area where an assembly of'students and instructors

FACILITIES can be held
b. areas whefe small groups of.10 (5 instructors and 5 students).
can work in relative independende,but not so scattered so that
the facilitators cannot move easily, from small group to.small group

c, six sets of life-position cards and 'six sets of.child-adult-
parent'cards that can Lie hung around the necks of.students.and in-
structors, one Set for each small group. The placards should be.
constructed of sidff cardboard with the kind of metal linking chain
commonly found ia key iinge to act as necklaces. The necklaces
should be large enough-to be pui over the hair without difficulty
but small enough so that the cardboard hange chest high where it .

can'be seen without difficulty.

CFWID

/
I'P1 OK

YOU'RE 011
Ie. e

d. refreshments should be served informally at any.time afier,the

session is halfway through. Each small gioup leader should decide

when the attention span has de'teriorated sufficiently to require

a change of,stimuli.
.

GENERAL I. The fOur life positions and the concept of parallel vs. crossed

transactions are sophisticated-concepts. TheY,take time to mature

inside.of a person, Some students catch on very, quickly; others .

are slower to respond. If students express bewilderment, work hard

-for tlarification but reMemberthat the light may.not dawn unal

toward the conclusion.of the course.

II. Not only are.the ideas sOphisticated, but they invade our.pri-

vacy and force us to look at ourselves:and. the manY times that we

have been communicating negatively. .Noise-from students.is bound

al.
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TIME
SEQUENCE

0

to occur and can take any of the following forms:

know-it-all (I've had TA before; it's old stuff to me!)
sure, I see what you mean, but what good will it,dp me?
are you kidding? Do you expect me to get up there and
broad grin and/or laughter
etc.

The exercises set up dissonance, in that the participants must
either try harder to communicate positively, or they must accept
the fact that they are pretty negative-in the way they are,now
communicating. In An effort to reckon with this internal discord,
they have got to give somebody trouble and hence the noise.

III. If students poke fun at the types of situations that the in-
structors use in the large and small groups to demonstrate life
positions and transactions, the students can often be motivated to
take over the-session themselves, in an effort to set the in-
structors,straight on telling it like it is. So a lack of know-
ledge on the paet of the instructors on just how transactions oc-
cur, in encounters in a given institution is not altogether a dis-
advantage.

. .

(1) Facilitators, in a cross fire manner, explain a brief handout'
that inc/udes a clarification of these terms:

.

life position
I'm OK; You're Not OK
I'm OK;You're OK
I'm Not OK; You're OK

parallel,transaction (usually +)
crossed transaction (usually -
I'm Not OK; You're Not OK
noise and its types

.

(2) With some 'facilitators in.the middle of the double circle
with the placards around their necks and with other facilitators
cirCulating around the outskirts of the double'circle, firing
questions,in at the facilitators in the middle of the circle,
facilitators demonstrate both the idea of life positions and the
concept of p=arallel.versus crossed transactions. 'College students
are often successfUl with these situations:

a roammate.whO has received a Dean'John letter

parents who Arrive unexpectedly on campus to kind their
daUgher's'boyfriend studying awaTin her rooM

college student home foy the weekend driving his parents
down to the shopping center and trying to communicate

. positively with them while they.criticize his/her driving

Facilitators should. rotate both life positiohs anclzhild-adult-parent
status,..sometimes right in the middle Of a skit, to illustrate yery
clearly that all Of us have these concepts within Us and that,we

.

have the power to choose whether we will"be positive or negative..

(3) Facilitators should make clear that theI'M OK; YOU'RE OK life
position and-the adult-to-adult transactions can be Ditty affairs.
FacilitatOrs in their illustrations, should.be forceful, direCt, and
even insistentin these concepts, even tomixing in,a little parent
with the adult, but, of Course,'pointing Out when this'occUrs..

3 2
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(4) Facilitatorsthen divide the large group into small groups of
ten as directed in the previous lesson's.

(5) Again, in each subgroup, instructors demonstrate again the
life positions and .the transactions that have been demonstrated.in

.the large group, help students to choose suitable subjects for their
Own demonstrations, and then have the demonstrations given before
the,small group, with appropriate,feedback.

(6). Facilitators, after warning each subgroup,.reassemble everyone
.so that each'subgroup can put on a demonstration of either Or both
processes; depending upon how much timeis available.

METHODS OF (a) An instruceor in the small groups may begin by saying how hard
.APPROACH he/she has found it to keep positive, that negativism so easily

creeps in; but that; because of TA, there. is .at least hope of know-
ing when you are negative and the possibility of turning that nega- .
tive communication into a positive one.

(b) The instructor may want to demonstrate how he/she communicated
negatively during the past week and ask for suggestions as to how
the'communication could have been more positive,

(C) Instructors should be prepared to interrupt-students...

to point nut when communications get crossed
to remind a student that he has slipped out of the life

position he has been asked to,demonstrate
to inquire why ihe negative aspects of communication

are given more appluase and laughter from the
group than are the positive asPects, of communication

(d) Instructors should relate the + communications to concrete.
.challenges that students will Confront in job nterviews, being
internally happy individuals, enjoying their work, etc.

(e) Instructors may wish to ask what is the.difference between
pretending to be-+ and actually improving one's life Itage by.
being +.

(f) Tie in the TA session with the three previous sessions. Point...

out that, if a communicator keeps feeding childlike, NOT OK
communications into a systgm, the channels.of communication get
clogged, but that no one like an instructor is aroUnd to mirror-
back those.negative communicationm in a one-on-one situation or'
to.reveal them during,a role playing session. ,So.each student will_

'have tO learn to monitor himself much more:effectively than he has
in.the past.

SIMULATED Fac.l:.In our firet session; we tried to mirror back to you when

ENCOUNTER you.were cotmunicating positively-and when negatively. Then we
mapped out the channels of communication so you could see Where
communicationspositive or negativecould be processed. Then we
gave your instrUction on role playing'to try to help you understand
better.why others communicate as.they do. Now we want to get yoor

. help in working on your own self-image, trying to make. it-more +,
and less -..

3_3
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Fee. 2: Of course, we've been talking about our, self-images all
along.

Fee. 3: In role playing, for example, if you.understand why some-
one talks to you the way ,he/she does, you've got to realize better
why you fed him the wards that helped him to respond as he did.

Fac. 2: But this session will concentrate on us in particular.

Fac. 1: Here's a handout with some terms we're going to be using.
We facilitators will take turns explaining them to you. If you

. don't understand them At first, that's OK. Give yourself some
time for them to sink in.

Fac. 2:'I'll start off. What do we mean by life position? Well,
'basically, that's the point of view we take toward ,the whole world
"and everything we come'into contact with.

Fac. 3: If my life position is I'M OK; YOU'RE OK, this means my
self-image about myself is + and my image of you is + as well.

Fac. 1: The person who takes the I'M OK; YOU'RE OK position thinks
he can get the job done well and so can you.

Fac. 3: No put downs.

Fac. 2: The person who takes that + life podition knows things can
be rough but he feels you can handle it and so can he.

Fac. 3: Now the other three life positions on this chart here are
all negative. They are all destructive.

etc.

Fac. 2: Now that we've given you a quick look at the life posi-
tions, let's take a look at this second chart that talks about
transactions.

Fac. 1: The Child looks at things from an emotional point of vie

Fac. 3: And that's not always bad. Sometimes it is good for all '

us to behave as children.

Fac. 2: But not all the time. That's when the trouble starts. Some
people are always children and never grow up. And they want to push
you out of the adult position into either being a child with the&
or being a parent.

Fac. 1: We act like children when we play basketball, cards,usually
when we watch TV things that help us to get our feelings out.

Fac. 3: But when it comes to solving life's major problems, we want
to move up here on the chart and act as adults.. The Adult is rela-
tively unemotional. The Adult processes facts. He tries to look
at life just as it is, without a lot of artificial clouds getting
in his way.

Fac. 2: He tries to play I'M OK; YOU'RE OK. He sees what's got to
be done, and he gets busy and does it.

Fac. 3: The Parent, on the other hand, is authoritarian.

3 4
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Fac. 1: And again, that's not always bad.

Fac. 2: No, sometimes people need to be told to do something and
shut up about it.

Fac. 1: But most times that isn't so good. The Parent tends to
solve his problems by force and not by7looking at the facts or
processing data.

Fac. 3: The Parent can make you feel worse because be doesn't allow
.you to reason with him, causing you to take an I'M NOT OK position.

Fac. 2: So if we're talking about getting a community volunteer
for somebody and I say to you, "Let's write to a couple of churches
to see if we can get a.--cotilmunity volunteer," I'm acting like an
adult. I've got a-problem. I need a volunteer. I'm going to
write.

Fac. 1: Not that you're always going to win if you' take the part.of
the Adult, but you've got a lot more chance than if you act like a
Child or a Parent that is, in most situations.

Fac. 3: But if you respond by becoming the Child and say, "Oh,
things never work out tor me. Besides I can't write a good letter.
Not even my mother loves me," than you've crossed the transaction
with me, because I'm trying -to act like an adult but you're acting
like a child. See on this chart how you've shifted.

Why don't we
do something
about the
problem?

No, not me. I'd
QV

ChsId ratherscomplain
and put my thumb
in myjpouthi.

Fac. 2:.If you had wanted et...keep the transaction parallel (and
,therefore communicated positively), you could have said, "OK. Let'a
get the phone directory and pick out six or seven."

Fac. .3: And I could have said, "I'll share the cogt of the stamps
with you." .

Fac. 1: Direct or parallel .transactions go Parent-to-Parent; Adult-
to-Adult, and Child-toChild.

Fac. 2: Crossed transactions stop constructive communication and .

break the channels. If I'm enjoying acting like a child and enjoy-
ing a good western on TV and you break in by approaching me as an
adult and gay, "Let's analyze why you like westerns, 'George," that's
A drag.'

.

:Fac. 1: And on the community volunteer deal, I could act theiParent

by saying, ''.Huh, you think.that's going to get you anywhere. I've

already done,that and nothing hapPens. You cut out.all that nonsense

and back over there.and play basketball. That's all yoU're good for

anyway,"
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Fac.3: Now we're going to demonstrate to you both the four fife
positions and the Child-Adult-Parent.

Fac.1: This is similar to role playing, except that the emphasis
here is upoll understanding yourself more_than it is understanding
others.

Fac.2: There are types of role playing that stress self-understand-
ing, but we are now going to use them in these sessions.

Fac.3: Now watch for the + and - communication patterns.

(Facilitators do skits.)

Fac.3: Now we hope you're beginning to get the idea. So we 11 break
.up into small groups, and each group can work on contrasting the +
and - channels.

Fee. 2: The instructors know what groups they belong in, so the
students can just join any group they wish, as long as there are
about the same numbers in each group.

Fee. 1: Then, at the end, we'll come back and each small group will
put on a skit for the whole class.

During the small groups, the facilitators move quietly
around, insuring that instructors ancEstudents are not
bunchechlup and that no one is"pulling too far out of his
group. If one group is having trouble getting Started,
a facilitator may wish to join it temporarily to give ii
a boost..

About half way through the small group work, a subgroup
may want to take a break and go over for the light re-
freshments, or, if it's clicking and doesn't want to slow
down, a member of the group can bring over the refreshments .

to them.

Facilitators will want to give each subgroup a five minute
warning before it calla for the subgroups to break up.

Fee. 2: Now We're going to let eaCh group demonstrate. Jim's group
has said it wants to go first. Are you going to do I'M OK or
Child-Adult-Parent?

jim: Child-Adult-Parent.

Fac.3: Let's watch for when the communications are + and when they
are Let's give each group a round pf applause when they finish
because it's tough getting up there and letting everyone see you.
And don't forget to role switch. -

EVALUATION Use the next two pages to evaluate what happened in the session.
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MEETING BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE #1

Give twb situations from your own experience last week in which you played
one of the three negative life positions. Then, in the column on the right,
explain what you might have done to have stayed in the I'M OK; YOU'RE OK spot.

THREE NEGATIVE LIFE POSITIONS
pertaining to you ;pertaining to X

POSITIVE LIFE POSITION
pertaining to-you pert, to X

EXAMPLE: 1

I'm cultured. I know !But those other slobs
how to pick out the Ian they want to look
good TV shows. . iat is junk...westerns

isoaps, all that crap.

1

I like to watch a IBut I guess the
different kind of iother people
show than lots of igot a right to
other people, and 'watch what they
why not? . 'like. Maybe if

. II watched a
, iwestern, I just

might like it

I'M OK; YOU'RE NOT OK -

1

1

c

,
1

1

1

1

1

1

I'M NOT OK; YOU'RE NOT OK 1

1
1

1 1

1 1

1

1
1

1 1 .

1
0 1

$ 1

1

.

1

I'M NOT OK; YOU'RE OKI .

1
1 I

I

.
1

1
I

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

_
1. .

1

1

1
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MEETING BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE #2

Diagram three crossed transactions that you have had with students during the
previous sessions of the course. At least one of these should put you in other
than the adult position.

MEETING BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE43

Take any one of the students in the course as your subject, and discuss how

you think the appliCation of I'M OK and Child-Adult-Parent could help him
built a more positive self-image.

I'M OK Child-Adult-Parent
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ENCOUNTER #5 *

Avoiding the Negative Payoff of the Psychological Game:
Achieving Positive Communication through Stroking

BEHAVIORAL 1. to teach. students the theory of 8 games-that lead to a negative
,OB ECTIVES payoff

2. to show students the difficult process of spinning out of the
negative pattern of 61e game to a positive communication system

DEFINITIONSthe procedure; performing a tasks such as piloting an airplane,
baking a cake, or solving a mathematics problem

the ritual; a routine sequence of very elementary transactions
governed largely by social conventions, such as "Hello-
Goodbye"; "Have a nice weekend:"; and "Terrible weather,
isn't it?" Almost no emotional input. Lots of time the
people in a ritual are not aware of what they are saying.

the operation: you need some reassurance; you get it; you are
thankful for it. For example, you are worried because you
have not had a letter from your sister. You ask your mother
to get your.sister to call you. She calls you and tells, you
she is OK. YOU are satisfied and grateful and feel relieved.
You thank her Tor calling.

the game: you need some reassurance, but you would rather fail
than accept the reassurance; so when you'ask for reassurance,
there is always an ulterior motive that somehow works to.the
detriment of the person mho tries to give you the reassurance.
For example, yod are worried because you have not had.a let-
ter from your sister, but you're so interested in proving
that people are no good and don't like you that, when your
sister .follows your mother's instructions and calls, you jump
all over her for not daliing before, and end up slamming down
the telephone. Your real' ulterior motive was to prove to
yourself all over again that your sister and everyone else .

are lined up against you; Games follow well-defined patterns
that end up Putting down the giver of reassurance and giving
you the negative payoff that the world is no,good.

DESCRIP- IF IT,WEREN'T FOR YOU:- X makes:a transaction from which he pro4
TIONS OF fits. lihen he gets the profit, he denies that it is what heyanted.
EIGHT TYPES EXAMPLE: Wife marries a strong-man becauseshe saya_she wants
OF GAMES someone who can look after her. -When the husband tries looking

after her, she screams women'slib and sues for divorce.
wife's ulterior motive: she Wanted to prove that mar-.

riage is a mess and won't work.
well-defined pattern:. Wife asks for something, when

she gets it, she always replies that "ifit, weren't
for you," she could have had a.successful.career
as a model

negative payoff:. wife gets the secret satisfaction of.
eeeing life fail again and marriage in-particUlar
fail

* See Appendix Two for a model integrating the I'M OK, Games, and Scripts concepts.
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KICK ME: X wants to 'prove that everyone always picks on him; even
though he says just the opposite, so X goes around with a plain invi-
tation written all over him for Y to kick him. When YkiCkis, X has
proved hie point and says: "Why is eVeryone always picking-on me?."

EXAMPLE; X is short nd would like reassurance that being short
doesn't make that much difference, but he's been hurt sO often
1:1y being short end/or has convinced himself that being short\is,,.
at the root of all.of his problems that he can't accept reassur-
ance. Therefore, X sniirels all the time and asks girls for dates
that he'S pretty sUre won't accept. When rhey turn him down and
kick him, that's.the negative payoff he wants, so he can go on
sniveling.

COPS & HOBBERS: This is a.couSin to the game called HIDE & SEEK.
The child wants to 'be found (wants to fail) for being found'will prove
to.thechild.that he can't succeed. Therefore the child doet not hide
'himself very.well. When he's found, his negative payoff is that there
is no Way for him to make it.

EXAMPLE:' Raphael'has a life case history Of failure. Finally
he ende up in prison. After a roUgh period of adjustment', he
'Ooes well, gets on study release. Three' weeks before he is 'to
iie.reieased on parole where he can continue his education, he
breaks oUt of prison and robs.three liquor stores so he'is cer-
tain to be caught. Failure is hia business,i. He couldn't Stand
the thought that he might succeed. That would cause him to
change everything. '

WHY DON'T YOU-YES BUT: X has a problem. There was a time When he
really wanted a solution tothe problem, but that day has'Past. Now
he.wanithe satisaction fhat no One will help him solve his prob-
lem. So, when X brings up his problem and Y says,' "Why don't you..."
X always.replies, "Yea, but...".

EXAMPLE: Doris..has a problem with her complexion.Once she
wanted to clear up her skin, but now it serves as a vehicle for
her repeated failures.. .So WheneVer, she asks-for advice about
what to do to help her skin, she always replies, "Well,.yes, I
could give up chocolate. But my job requires that I use up a
lot of energy. .Cokes? Well, yes, I could give up cokes, I
.guess; but they seem tomake my stomach feel better. I'd probab-
ly get sick if I gave them up."

NOW I'VE GOT YOU, YOU SOB: X has a problem caused by y, but X is
more interested in rubbing it in that Y is'causing the difficulty
than he is in solving the problem. X wants tcykeep the problem
around for his negative payoff so he can say that things won't work.

EXAMPLE: Professor X has a problem withostudent Y because Y
won't get his assignments in on time. Y reports to X's office
and suggests a plan whereby he be penalized so much for every
day he is late with his work. But Profeisor X is so busy yelling
at Y about being.late with his work that he will never get to
talking about the solution. X wants to keep on going around
complaining about how bad his students are --. so-he.can blaim
poor students for his teaching failures.
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LOOK HOW HARD: This game is often classified as a drug game, and
generally involves a third person. X sets it up for Y to act nega-
tively; when Y acts negatively, X says to 2, "Look how hard I've tried
to keep Y from acting negatively."

EXAMPLE: X says that he would like-Y to lose some weight, but-
when they eat together, 'X sets up Y tO eat rich food. X piles
his own plate high with food and all the fattening stuff too.
Y of course loses his willpower and does the same; So -later on
that evening, X says to 2: "Look how hard I've tried to get Y

=to lose weight. Nothing I do does any good. Y's just nothing
but a fat slob." X gets the satisfaction of ha\negative pay-
off. Nothing works. Furthermore; X prObably doesn't really
want Y to get slim because. then Y would.be more of a rival to X.

RESCUER: The "therapist" in this game loses his cool-and becomes
emotionally involved with his "patient" who victimizes him. The payoff
for the "patient" is to get the "therSpist" so.ethotionally upset that
the therapy can't work so the "patient" can go on doing as he .alumys
has done. -Both professional therapists and amateur therapists can
get involved in this game.

EXAMPLE: An alcoholic, the -"patient,''p.hones his relative, the
"therapist" saying that the aldoholic ks going to commit suicide.
The relative panics, calls the rescue squad,.and, when the whole,.
thing is over, takes the alcohplic out to dinner to talk oyer the
problem, and the two of them have a bottle of beer. The alCoholic
sees that he can still call the shots by drinking, and that the
relative is no smarter than any of the other people who have tried
to make him stop drinking. So he continues to'drink.

PATSY: This game is also frequently played by alcoholics and-drug users.
At one time, the drug user wanted to get off diugs. But not anymore. Now
all he wants to do is to manipulate the Patsy so he can get enough money,
to get some more drugs.

EXAMPLE: Pete is pretty desperate for more.drug.money. He has
manipulated everybody but an old aunt whom he hasn't seen for years.
So he goes to see her, tells her he knows she has heard the rumors
about his being on drugs but he has quit and needs some money until
he can get a job. She falls for the story, gives him the money, and
he gets himself a fix. The negative payoff again is=that there-is
no way out of the drug habit and people are all fools.

SCRIPTS A'script is written by a child, often between the ages of 6 and 16, when
AND a problem arises that the child lacks adequate information to answer
DECISIONS directly. In order to fend-off the problem, the _child adopts a script .

that permits him to make the problem go away.

EXAMPLE: Divorce occurs when the child is 10. The mother and

father have argued violently before-the marriage is dissolved.
Each comes to the-child with the problem and asks the child to

understand. The child,is too young to have the information
needed to deal rationally with the problem. So the child adopts

a script that results in hating the father and.loving the

mother. ERGO: end of the immediate problem, but the beginning

of a script that-will lead to all sorts of problems. .

A decision is reached after a person has sufficient data to assist

in reaching a rational decision. It is not made under pressure and'

4 1
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it comes at an age when the ,person is old enough to think things
through.

EXAMPLE: The child in the above story accidentally meets the
father, and finds him a pretty good-guy. But the script is
strongly written, so it takes a long time for the child to de-
cide to give up the script and make a decision to accept both
his father and his mother. The child seeks data on the father
from relatives and friends; accepts enough invitations from
the father to get to know him better; and gains enough strength
to tell the mother that the script is being discarded.

PHYSICAL The same space that has'been prescribed for the other sessions will
FACILITIES be acceptable for this encounter.

a. A handout 'containing the definitions and brief descriptions of .

the eight games should be given out by the facilitators at the start .

of the session.

h. Facilitator's can also have available the same type of over-the-
neck' placards that were used;in the TA session, this time bearing
the names of the different types of transactions and the games. How-
ever, some groUpS prefer to let people guess what game they are il-
lustrating and would rather not use the signs..

c Facilitators should have copies-of the books listed in the biblio=
graphy for this leason 'available to show the students and may wish
to make arrangements.for them to be more available to the itudents
than they.have been in the'past. Even though some of the students
may protest that they have copies of the books or have already read
them, their accessibility should be facilitated. Again the protests
of the students may be more in the 'nature of noise than 1.6. readily' .

apparent.

d. A set of buttone bearing the names of the four'life positions
will be needed for each small group. These buttons should be able
to be pinned on.the shirt or blouse. TO save funds, facilitators
can solicit donations of.badges that have been used for such-,events
as charity drives and glue the signs for the four life pdsitions
over the top of whatever was on the badge originally.

4 2
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TINE (1) Facilitators distribute and explain the handout using the double
SEQUENCE circle technique of group dynamics described in previous lessons.

(2) Facilitators demonstrate two or three of the games in the large
group before breaking up in the small groups. Facilitators should
make certain that the Instructors in the small groups can demonstrate
both the types of transactions and the eight types of games. There
will not be sufficient time to explain all eight of the games, either
in the small or.large groups, so facilitators and instructors will

' have to choose the two or three games they think will be best received.

(3) Facilitators should circulate among the groups, making certain
that the instructors not only teach the games, but are as concrete as
possible about showing students how to spin themselves out,of the
games. Here are some stock ways of stopping the game:

Point out to the person the game that he is playing. Explain
it to him. Be strong enough to take his,anger, because
it is humiliating to most people to be caught in the. games
they play.

Break the pattern of the game. If it's WHY DON'T YOU--YES BUT,
say, "I don't think you want to solve your problem, so I
am not going to offer any more solutions. You like your
problem too much to give it up." If it's NOW-I'VE GOT YOU,
YOU SOB, say "You're tnuch more interested in putting me
down than you are in solving our problem. I don't mind
being put down, provided we get around to solving the prob-
lem. I'm ready now. How about you/"

Refuse to get involved. It takes at
you won't play, there is no game.
something else; or just sit tight
don't get caught up in the game.
part of the problem.

least two for a game. If
Just walk out, or db
and keep irour cool. But
If you ,do, you are a

(4) Some facilitator should be designated towatch for a suitable op-
portunity to move each small group from demonstrating game playing to
working on the direct compliment that may so bolster up the self-
image-that game playing will be unnecessary. One small group mair be
ready to progress on to Paying direct compliments much sooner than
another. The whole idea of putting the compliment exercise in this
lesson is to illustrate that, if people have a sufficiently good self-
image, they 00 not have to play games or, if they do get started, they
'can stop much more easily. The stroking that comes with the direct
compliment keeps the ipinal cord from shriveling up and contributes to

a healthy.personality. .The ss in the compliment encounter are as
follows:

Each person in the small group puts on an I'M OK button.

The facilitator then takes a YOU'RE OK button; pins it on
another member of the group as he pays the other member

a direct compliment such as "I've been noticing how .

interested you've been in these lessons. You've really

been paying attention. That shous you're interested in

improving yourself."

4 3
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The person on whom the YOU'RE OK button has been pinned
removes it, turns to the person next'to him and.gives
the other perbon a 'direct compliment as he pins on him
the YOU'RE OK button.

The button proceeds around the room until everyone has been
given a stroke. Instructors point out that the strokes
must be truthful; and are not fooled by-the noise that
takes place by the person being complimented. The in-
structor can be pretty certain.that the.more a person
protestsqle.does not want a direct iccaplimeAt, the'more
he needs it.*

Variations on the.exereise.include letting the YOU'RE NOT.
'OK button proceed around the.group, with eachperson .

offering a'put-down.rather than a stroke. ThiS makes .

each pe442n in the group playlp OK; YOU'RE NOT OK.

Suitable subjects for the compliments are as follows:
PERSONALITY ATTRIBUTES .such as.huaesty, friendli-
ness, generosity, etc.
,PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS such as a straightforward
look, neat appearance, forceful walk, firm hand-
shake,.ete.

(5) If there is sufficient time, facilitators should get.the small
groups 'Jack together.and. let each group demonstrate either a game
or the compliment exercise.

LVALUATION Use the next sheet to.evaluate the two behavioral objectives nf this
lesson.

Berne, Eric.

Berne, Eric.
1961).

Berne, Eric.
1972).

BIBLIOGRAPHY

GAMES PEOPLE PLAY (New York: Grove Press, 1964).

TRANSACTIONAL ANALYSIS IN PSYCHOTHERAPY (New York: Grove Press,

WHAT DO.yOU SAY AFTER YOU SAY HELLO? (New York:.Bantam Books,

Erikson, Eric H. IDENTITY: YOUTH & CRISIS (New York: W. W. Norton, 1968).

Harris, Thomas. I'M OK; YOU'RE OK (New York: Harper & Row, 1967).
Steiner Claude: GAMES ALCOHOLICS PLAY (New York: Ballantine Books, 1974).

*Types of noise that are frequently oifered are as follows:

DENIAL: "Actually I'm not at all interested in these lessons. I'm just
putting you on!" This usually, gets laughter, trying to make the person
who gave the compliment feel silly because the person complimented wants
the stroking so much he is afraid to let the spotlight be-focused on him.

RECIPROCATION: "I like the energy you've been putting into.the lessons.

You'rerdoing a lot better than I am."
RIDICULE: "Boy, ,are you easy to fool. ,

I haven't been listening at all."

DEPROCATION: "That's funny, because I've never been much good at listen-

ing."
The secure response td the compliment is to saysimply, "Thank you very much."
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EVALUATION -

Choose any 4. of' the 8 games described in this lesson and relate them to your

own experiences. Describe how you have witnessed these 4 games in action.
In at least 1 of che 4 descriptions, you should be the One playing the game.

NXME Op GAME & DESCRIpTION

#1.

NEGATIVE0PAYOFF
METHOD OF STOPPING

THE GAME

#2.

#3,

#4.

37
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Pay at least three direct compliments to members of the class and.record.the
reaction. Remember, that a direct compliment is only as good, as the energy you
put into it. Hastily done or overdone, it can do more harm than good. It must
be sincerely offered. Otherwiae it is flattery. If you wish to help make people
secure enough so that they do not have to play games, you will have to improve
your ability to pay the-perceptive compliment.

DESCRIPTION

EXAMPLE: I knew it was difficult
for Matron Thomas to be in the same
class as inmates because-they were
watching her all the time. So I
watched and saw her pay Sue a com-
pliment ow how well she was doing
her job in the laundry. So I said
to Mrs. Thomas, "That was very ob-
servant of you to compliment Sue.
She needs the reinforcement."

REACTI
Description,I

ON
centity of Noise--or-,Thanks

RECIPROCATION.-Mrs. Thomas im-.
mediately tried to remove the
focus from herself by saying
what a nice person I was and
how much she was enjoying the
class. But I saw the look-on
her face, one of pleAsure,and
she now speaks to me in a
_warmer and more personal way
than she used to.

kl.

3 .
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ENCOUNTER #6

Attempts to Communicate Positively Using Work Release
and Study Release as a Lab Oratory Situation with High Saliency

. .

BEHAVIORAL 1.. to assemble all of the'facets of work release and study release
OBJECTIVES into One room so that procedures for both can be explored in their

entirety

2. to inform inmates of the opportunities available to thein...
in work release programs outside the prison
in study release programs, including correspondence courses

3. to give inmates an opportunity, under' conditions of high saliency,i'.
e.,when they are highly concerned with the subject matter, to apply
the + aspects of communication that have been advocated.in the first
5 lessons

PHYSICAL a. sufficient space.so that the first joint session can simulate
FACILITIES the diagram below.

"111

0 r

instructors

o X students.

114 4( III facilitators

4:0_114p7

07-
c) Ako°

guest experts
on work-study
releasek

*including inmates on,work & study release,

preferably fropi other institutions

b. note that inmates sit on either side of the guests and that no

two instrudtors sit together

c again room enough to break up into 5 or 6 small groups

d. each guest should have pinned on him/hpr in big letters his name

and title.

e. some institutions may require that a_check list of'guests be

.
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submitted ahead of time with a carbon copy given to the guards who
are in charge of admitting persons to the institution. Prison of-
ficiala should not be surprised by having.important guests descend
upon them without warning.

GENERAL'
ADVICE

0 instructors who
can help to establish
crass fire group dy-
namics with the guest,
catching the students
in the cross fire

if .the expert begins the
comments, the instructor
across frem the guest is
alerted to start the cross
fire

f. If guests wish to bring in brechures describing their programs,
they should clear these items with the guards at the gate. Fatili-
tators should consult with the prison official'on.duty to see if
the materials-can be distributed to the students during the.session..

I. Unfortunately, prisons have low priority with many people. There,-
fore, facilitators will experience difficulty in getting street people
.to commit'themselves to coming to the prison. Furthermore,, even
those who commit themselves in advance may phone shortly before the'.

-'session begins and cancel out, or just not show up.' Therefore; the
following procedures should be followed:

a. an . appointment is made. for 3-4,facilitators to call in

person on the potential guest. Itmay not be wise to tell the
secretary why you are coming. Some'secretaries are hostile.to
prison syatems and otheis are overprotective of their employers.
Make it clear that your business is with the guest, without
being contrary. '

b. the delegation of.faciliiators should include males and fe-
males as:well as a.representation from minority and majority
groups. More than 5 facilitators exerts too much pressure on
the potential guest, andless than 3 does not exert enough.
c.if the-guest agrees to come, the agreement should be con-
firmed in writing with a letter such as the Iollowing:

In keeping with our conference of . , we
are looking forward to your being our guest at the

institution at, 7 P.M., Thursday,
January Your host will.be waiting for you
at the main gate. Enclosed is.a map giving directions

4o the prison. If you have any question, please
telephone anY of.these numbers:

d. a phone call should be.made to the guest a week before the
meeting, informing the guestof last minute details., and a
letter should be sent off in time to arrive the day before the
meeting
e.onaof the instructors should be assigned to each guest as
a host, should meet the guest at the gate, and be attentive

during the entire session
f. a thank you letter should be sent immediately after the
session, signed at least by all the, facilitators and preferably
.by all of the instructors in the course.

40
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Of cour, it goes without saYing that guests should be invited
at least six weeks ahead of time. Carbon copies should be keOt of
all correspondence. Guests should be sent an outline Of the sesSion
ahead of time to relieve their anxieties about entering a prison, and
a second copy of the outline should be given to each guest. by/the -

host the day of the session.:'

II. It is not always clear whether it is easier to get guests to

come for evening sessions or for afternoon sessions. There is.
merit.in'both approaches.

III.- Particularly in the sessions when guests are present, it is the
responsibility of the instructors to start the cross fire group dy-
namics. Guests are often uncomfortable to begin with and may try to
cover up their insecurity by being overly authoritarian. Studentsimay
be overawed by the guests. So instructors should begin things, and
then unobtrusively withdraw to let the students take over.

-IV. As is explained in more detail in the appendix, those instructors
seated opposite to the last person who commented are immediately a-
lerted that they may have tO enter the conversation to keep the cross
°fire going,

Then, when the cross. fire takes hold in one direction, the instructors
:who are at a 900 langle Irom that cross fire should begin ca.,,,second.

NOTE; the spillover
from the 3 cross
fires takes in al-
most everyone in the
circle.

teecta's fel

eal'e

0

AINOTE: facilitator

0

qr moved to set up 3rd
cross fire by asking
question of student
seated opposite.

all on this side of the
circle feel left out of Oko
the interchange between
guests on opposite side

0

V. Favilitators should make.. eertain that no small group of students
.instvnytors dominates the discussions in the large or small groups,

Sometimes an instructor will get carried away trying to make a point.
It mny be necessary for an instructor or a facilitator.to say .blunt-_
ly, "Hey, Bo,..the session is supposed to be for the studetitS and not

for the instructors. Hold your fire, OK?"

VI. Instructors should be continually on the alert to encourage stu-

dents to exchange comments with guests. An instructor may have-to

say, "I think Alice here wants to comment""or even "Alice wants to

know whether being an offender autom-atleally excludes a person from,
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entering law school."

VII. Instructors should be conscious of how much + and bow much -

communication students are offering the guests and take any opportu-
nity that arises to comment to students, either before the group or
individually afterwards, on the ratio of -Vand comments. If an
instructor is asking hostile questions, which often begin with such
phrases as "Why don't you..." and "Since.you admit...", another in-
structor or a facilitator should say before the group, "George, cut
out the negative commuication. Rephrase that question to say, "Do
you...",or "If nothing has been done before, do you think . . . ".

VIII. Sessions should begin promptly. Those guests who show up on
time should not be insulted by having to wait for those who are late.
Hosts can wait at the gate_for guests who have been detained.

TIME (1) Facilitators"should give out at the gate to instructors and
SEQUENCE guests and before the session begins to studenta a one-page handout

that gives basic biographical information on each guest. This mater-
ial can be read by all while they are milling around waiting gor the
session to begin and saves time from boring and ineffective oral in-
troductions.

(2) Hosts pin on their guest a large badge (at, least 4"/6") ehat
gives name, title, and place of business. Hosts should,explain to
the guest why it is necessary to speed up the session to have .the
guest keep on the badge.

(3) Avoid long introductory speeches by the guests. They can be asked
to give a 3-5 minute opening statement, if a facilitator has .enough
push to warn them right in advance before the group of their time
limit and to interrupt to keep the time limits intact. .If the first
guest take,s 10 minutes, the next will'take 15 minutes, and so the
student involvement time becomes minimal. Time restrictions should
be explained to guests when they are.invited to participate.

(4) Facilitators may wish to plant the first question, preferably
'with a student, but with an instructor, if necessary, who is seated

ACROSS FROM THE PERSON TO WHOM THE QUESTION IS DIRECTED. This begins
the cross. fire. In the.opening session, facilitators should roam
the periphery of the large group, promoting_crass-fire dynamics if
necessary but Tireferably encouraging students and instructors to
take the initiative in establishing an encompassing question period.

(S) At an indeterminate point, preferably when the large gtbup is
still going well, facilitators should announce the formation of
small groups. As before; instructors may be assigned to a small
group in advance to insure heterogeneity, but students can be asked
to join any one of the mall groups infOrmally, provided that
cliqueS do not form among students:

(6) During the small group sessions, experts are pivoted from group
to group, with no group being left without nt least one expert at
any one time. Therefore facilitators shodld get commitments on from
12-15 guests so that two or more guests can be in each sub.-group at

all times.
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EXAMPLES OF COMMUNICATIONS WITH GUESTS

Letterhead stationery should be used if possible. Each letter should be in-
dividually typed. 'Mimeographed letters are generally a waste.of time. If a

, rototype machine is available, individually typed letters can be produced on
a mass scale with individualized salutations added...... 7 ..... ... 7 7 7

January 12,

Albert C. Hughes,President
Glenview Armature Company
Glenview, Illinois

Dear Mr.. Hughes:

We appreciated very much our conference with you-last Wednesday,'and we look
forward to'having you with.us for our session on work and study release-at

Prison on Wednesday, February -71......._,,promptly at.7 PM.
. .

As we said in the meeting with you, no set speeches will be given.' Our chief
facilitator, Gwen Tschak, will.a.sk.you to make a brief statement about.your
company and in.particular your past experience in hiring inmates on the work
release program. She will be persuasively insisient that you stay within the
3-5 minute time.alloted to each quest.

K
After a brief general session, students and instructors will be divided into
small groups for,more.intimate discusSion. As a guest, you will be rotated
from one group to another to give each student equal access to your knowledge
and experience. Below are a few of the questions that you may be asked dur-
ing the session:

What made you decide to try hiring inmates on the work release program?

Are the inmates working at your plant subject to ridicule and suspicion?

Are any of the inmates working in positions of trust and/or as admin-
istrators?

What advice would you give an inmate who was going on a work release
program?

A host will meet you at the main gate of the prison. Enclosed is a map on how
to get to the main gate. We will be contacting you by telephone before the
session to answer any last minute questions you might halie. In the meantime,

vou vall.rvavh tts nt nuv of the folt-owing telephone numbers:

Dear Mr..Hughes:

On behnit of the instructors and students at the work-study.session, We, would

like. to thank you for your participation. Your presence helped to make.the

session n success.

(individnaliz'ed.seeond paragrapil to follow a stock first paragraph)

The participants were particularly pleased with the comments you made about the

dependability of the inmates you had hired and with the fact thatyou still had

.on your payrole a number of ex-inmates working for you.

5 1
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(7) It is advisable to warn an expert (and therefore the small
group) that the expert will be,toved in a couple of minutes. Some
body contact (hand on shoulder) can reinforce the firmness of this
decision.to rotate. If the guest resists moving or if the group
protests that it does not want the guest moved the facilitatOr may
have to take the guest by the arm to extract the guest fromthe
group. That should be a signal for.an instructor in the small group
to begin an immediate cross fire with the remaining expert(s).

(8) Occasionally an expert has difficulty with student-hostility
and vice versa. Facilitators should be quick to observe these inter-
changes. and, when moving the guest, offer him positive.feedback on
being resilient enough to field tostileAuestions. Very rarely, a
guest will not be able to handle the situation, and may even leave.
the institution before the eession is over. Facilitators should not
he upset by the appearance of hostility but only by their inability-
to try to replace the hostility in part with + communication. It

may be that a facilitator will have to Say tT) a stUdent, "Don't you
think you've asked. enough negative.qtioriv.?.. Why 'don't you now
asking a positive one?" :The student WV4' pout a little when the inter-
change oocurs, but the carryover is usually of shOrt duration.

(9) At-the conclusion of the session, all.instruCtors are responsible
for shaking the hand of each guest and personally'thanking him for
coming to the session.. Instructors'should encourage students to do
likewise.

(10) Facilitators may wish to ask for a short'period of time, either
at the end-of the session itself or at the beginning of the next,
when, on a one-to-one basis, instructors can ooMment to students on
the + and - aspects of the communication during the work-study en--
counter.

EVALUATION See the following page.

BIBLIOGRAPHIPON WORK RELEASE

Cooper, W:D. "Employers & Employees in the Work-Release Program in North Caro-
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. Godby, Garland D.'"Four Years of Work Release in Oregon <April 1966 throughb
March 1970)." unpublished paper, Oregon's Work Release Program, Oregon, 1970.

Jobson, K.B. "Work Release: A Case for Intermittent Sentences," CRIMINAL LAW
QUARTERLY (Toronto), 10, #3 (1968), 329-340.

Johnson, Elmvr . "Rcport on an Innovation--State Work-Release Programs,"

CRIME & DELINQUENCY 16, #4 (1970),.417-426.

*Minnesota State Department of Corrections, Division of.Research & Planning,
Carole L. Bartholomew, J. J.- Ryan,.and N. G. Mandel. "Analysis of Work Release

for Felons in Minnesota." St. Paul, Department of Corrections, 1970. 24 pp.

Newman, Charles L. & T. Bielen, "Work Release: An Alternative in Correctionala

Handling." University Park, Pa., Pennsylvania State University, 1968. 17 pp.

Witte, Ann D. et al., Work Release in North Carolina; the Program and the Pro-

cess, an analysis of the Mecklenberg Criminal Justice Pilot Project (Chapel
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BIBLIOGRAPHY ON STUDY'RELEASE

BernhardstenvJohn. "Educating the Prisoner for Competition in the JOb Market,"

JOURNAL OF CORRECTIONAL EDUCATION 23, #2 (1971), 16-18.

Policy Institute,New York: SCHOOL BEHIND BARS: A DESCRIPTIVE OVERVIEW OF

CORRECTIONAL EDUCATION IN THE AMERICAN PRISON SYSTEM. New York Policy Insti-,

tute,Syracuse University Research Corp,.1973. 378 pp. 'Available from'Policy

Institute,Syracuse.Univ. Research Corp.,723 University Ave,Syracuse,NY 13210.

"Report of the Task Force on Corrections & the Higher Education System." Wis-

consin State Univ. System,Madison,Wisconsin (February,1973). 52 pp.

THE ROLE OF COMMUNITY COLLEGES IN CORRECTIONS: AN EMERGING-RELATIONSHIP. Wash-.

ington State Board for Community Colleges Education. Proceedings of a confer-

ence at Yakima Valley College, Yakima, Washington (June, 1973). 55 pp. f

Urban Review Staff. "Parole to the Campus: The New York State Project," URBAN

REVIEW 6, #5-6 (1973), 31.
White,D.V. "An Evaluation of Selected Rehabilitative Services Offered at Utah ,

State Prison." M.A. Thesis. Salt Lake City, Utah: Univ. of Utah,1970. 98 pp.

Zinc,Theodore. "A Study of the Effect of Prison Education on Societal Adjust-.

ment," JOURNAL OF CORRECTIONAL EDUCATION 22, #4 (1970), 34-38.

Meeting Behavioral Objective #1: Draw a model for the channels of cOmmunica-

tion for either work release or study release. Include the names of all of

the persons involved in the session. Differentiate between formal and informal

channels, and label any channels that you consider blocked. Include in yout

model any statistics that may have been given during the session such as the

pay for inmates on work release,_ thejnimber of inmates on study release, the

hours that inmates are not in the institution, etc.
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Meeting Behavioral Objectives #2:

Design several paragraphs below that you would think suitable to be printed in
a prison brochure on all phases of prison life, except that your comthents will
be limited to explaining the opportunities of the work release and study re-

-lease program. Remember that the person responsible for drawing up the brochure
has explained to you that every word you put down must count almost double, be-
cause printing costs are high'and space is limited. TYPE YOUR COPY.

THE WORK RELEASE PROGRAM AT

THE STUDY RELEASE PROGRAM AT

Meeting Behavioral Objective #3:.

Discuss the balance offered between + and - communication patterns by three
participants in the session: a guest, an instructor, and a studgilt.

I

TYPE OF PARTICIPANT

Beginning of,ian example:
Malcolm, a c6unselor

- COMMUNICATION

Malcolm has made same progress
but he is still negative in hit
communication with inmates. For
example, last week he Said: "..

+ COMMUNICATION

Malcolm has stopped
complaining every
breath about the sys-
tem. His + comments..

5 4
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ENcouNTER #.7

Attenripts to Communicate Positively,Using prObation 8t parole
as a Laboratory Situation with FlighSalienpy,

BEHAVIORAL 1. to gather:together in one, room as many Ofthose who contribute
OBJECTIVES to the probation/parole process.aepossible.'

2. to inform students.of.the procedures followed by probations and
.

:paroles so.that procedures'can be clarified-

3. to give an opportunity for parole snd'probation*officials to
come acqusinted at hisChand with the córrections system.

4, to give-atudents.an opportunity, under conditions of high.salien6y,
to apply. the +-aspects of commialication that were advocated" during..
the first five sessions.

PHYSICAL same.as those Stipulated.for Encounter ik7
FACILITIES

GENERAL, I. It is possible that there will be some friction.betWeen correction
ADVICE .officials and probatIon/parole officials. In some systemi, the parole.

'board does"nbt always actept-the recommendations- of corrections-for
the'disposition of a.,given offender, causing corrections.offccials to'
bear the brunt of trying to explain.to:the offender why the recommen-

..dation was .11,Cq honored. fuithermore, corrections must often accept
the Cases On which probstions has failed. Such interchanges should

,

-
be permitted-on arconstrained basis, provided that they do not inter-..
-.fere with the behavioral objectives of the sesaion.

Facilitators and, instructors.should understand that probation/
parole officials often have difficult time in executing their duties
as they would like. Their offices are often understaffed..and under-
paid. PolLtics enters into some of their work. Training programs,
for robation/parole officials are often limited. Fatilitators ehould
meet with the offitials in their offices in advance of the session and
become acquainted with .their problems. Facilitators can then explain
these problems to the AnstruCtors before the session sothat both
facilitators and instructors can field hostile questions from students
more'sdroitly.

III. The.poisegevel generated by this session is quite likely'tO-be
high...Facilitators should not become alarmed, because the intensity
of tilt sesiou indicates the amount of energy being expended by guests
and situdents. Some minority groups enjoy a higher noise level for

intetchanges than some.majority groups. Ya4litators may wish to

caution majoriey instructora beforehand not to hecome.alarMed about

the increased noise levels. *

IV.:FaCilitators should mice certain that there are some neutral

paties.present at this session. The followin& types of agencies can

furnish npn-advocates who are able to mediate.betweenthe two advocate

groUps----probation/parole on the one hand and inmates/corrections on .

tfie. other: . .

A:4 .church officials, particularly those not dependent upon

a particular.congregation for:financial support, e.g.,

'representatives.from central church offides
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official's of charitable foundations. A list of the .

offices of charitable institutions in a given area
should be available in the reference room"of the local
college library

retifed business and professional men

dfficers of 'civic clubs'

public school and university teachers.

V. Probation/parole officials, like judges, may.not be willing to
discuss the details of the case-of.a particular inmate, Officials -

differ widely.in their attitudes toWard this issue, so.facilitatora
shoUld warn instructors ahead of time of the-variability of this is-
sue. If instructors,see that a'particular official. is reluctant. to
discuse a special case, tiiey should rephrase the:question in.general
terms. Here is an example:

inmate: In my case, the first time I got out, the parole
board'juit turns me down,flat, so I got this laWyer.and
paid, him $400, and in three week I was out. Do you.think...

Instructor: .Harry, let's put this in general terms. .Mr.

.Strickland, as a member of the parole board,.has ii been yOur
experience that an inmate who has been turned.down.for parole.

'can hire a lawy6-and-Iecure.release rather quickly?

VI. In some states,depending upon the atmosphere present'at a particu-.
lar.time, probation/parole Officials who are willing to attend Sessions
may be exceptional in that they are outgoing and wantto talk about
how to solve the problems that are perplexing to them. 'Students and
instructors may wish to clarify to what extent the guest prohation and
parole officials are typical._ A direct.. Auestion to the visiting
officials will often elicit an 'honest answer.

VII. The role of.the ex-offender in this session iS particularly stra-
tegic.. At least three of four ex-offendera should.be present in the ex-
pectation that at least one can mediate between offenders and.officials.
Facilitators should guard against introducting as ex-offenders former
inmates, who were given speCial treatment and who never were typical
offenders. Their comments may.only widen the gap' between theory and
practiced. Also former informers (inmates,who "snitched" on other in-
mates) shDuld not be used in this session.

VIII. It is particularly'important that facilitators should notify
prison offixials in advance that guests fromparole/probations are to
appear at the unit.

IX. Facilitators must be prepared for the eventuality that a number
of the communication breakdowns highlighted by this session are not

subjeCE-i.o iMmediate solution. This is. frustrating to.all:parties.
SOme communication breakdowns are so inherently built into the system
that nothing much can be dOne about them immediately, and' faCilitators

should take consolation that, by putting the finger on the problems,

they may be worked out by long range planning.. .Facilitators should
remember that their session has contributed to the stimulat

futureplanning.
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TIME
SEQUENCE

same as those stipulated in Encounter #7, However, the following
should be stressed.

(1)'-The time allotted to the large sessions versus the small sessions
should be distributed according to the talents of the guests and in
keeping with the quality of the physical surroundings. If the noise
level surrounding the physical facility is high and the ability of the
guests to p-oject their personalities above this noise level is question-
able, then most of the time should be spent in small grouPs. However,
if the guests can work well with farge groups and if the room for the
joint sessibn has a reasonable noise level, then a relatively larger
portion of the time can be spent in the large group sessions.

(2) Facilitators may wish to give a five minute warning to the small
groups before the session is officially concluded and then to allow
a larger percentage of time than usual for informal discussion before
the deadline for the conclusion of'the session. In many instances,
students and guests wish to take the opportunity at the end of the
session to exchange information.

SECURING (1) Each institution should be able to furnish facilitators a list
GUESTS of ex-offenders who would be suitable to assist in this session. Since

the contribution of the ex-offender to this'session is considerable,
every effort should be made by the facilitators to secure the cooper-
ation of ex-offenders representing males, and females and majority and
minority groups'.

(2) Probation and parole officials are already overworsked. Many of
their problems involve solutions that are.beyond their control. There-
fore, purposefully or unconsciously, some may relegate appearances
before offenders to a low priority. The facilitators can be of help
td probation/parole officials by explaining the great need to have
open discussions of the problems. 'None of us like to confront the p'rob-
lems that threaten us. The unknowns for probation and parole officials
are so great and so intangible that a defensive avoidance reaction on
their part is often the only way out.

EVALUATION

#1. In order to meet behavioral objective #1, list below, under appropriate
categories, the guests who were asembled for the session. Be certain to give
the full name and the complete title.and address of each guest. BE COMPLETE.

-

CATEGORY: CATEGORY:

CATEGORY:. CATEGORY:

CATEGORY: CATEGORY:
,



0

#2. Here are a series of questions that should be answerable after 4he session.
Write a brief answer to each question.

(a)tbefine PAROLE.

(b) DEFINE PROBATION.

(c) Why are some offenders put on probation for as many as ten times?

(d) Isthere'a difference in this state between a probation officer and a parole
officer? If so, what is the core of that difference?

(e) What are the qualifications of becoming a probation/parole officer?

1.

2.

-"=".""J"
3.

4,

(0 Is parole a right or a privilege?

t

(6) What are the reasons most often given for denying.pairole?'

1. 4.

2,

3. 6.

(0.Sliond nu ottender_be informed of the reasons why he was turned down for

pnrolci
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(8) What alternatives to probation (other than incarceratidn) does the judge
have in this state?

(9) Under what conditions (if any) should an offender have the right to counsel
in hearings before the parole board?

(10) What are the most frequent reasons for revoking probation?

1. 4.

2. 5.

3. 6. 6%.

#3. Give your subjective reaction to the way that two guests responded to their
experience in the:institution. Divide Your answer into positive.and negative

,..reactions. In each instance, give the name of the perSon and his title.

NAME .4-..REACTIONS 7 REACTIONS

Example
Carlos Sanchez
parole.board
.member

Sanchez seemed impressed with the
calibre of questions asked. At the
end, he took down several questions
he said he would answer. Twice I
heard him say, with a genuinely
apology, that he did nof know the
answer to The question.

Sanchez snapped at a couple
of Offenders for asking
vointed questions. He had.

.

noelieen around inmates much
informally, and seemed ill
at-ease. Knows his stuff,
but needs to be aroundjn-
mates, more informally.

5 9
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#3. (concluded)

#4, Describe in some detail the behavior pf two students during the past session,
giving the +and - aspects of.their communication with guests and instructors.

N AME + BEHAVIOR - BEHAVIOR.

L.-
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ENCOUNTER #8

Attempts to Communicate Positively Using Discussions
vvith Lawyers and Judges as a Laboratory Situation
vvith hiigh Saliency

BEHAVIORAL 1. to bring all-of the-participants. in the trial of offenders to-
OBJECTIVES gether in one group.so that they may confront each other with their

mutual problems..

2. to. inform students of the facts concerning the judiciary so that
past experiences with oourtroomprocedure can be clarified and so.
that future litigations will be facilitated

3. to give students an opportunity,under conditiOns of high saliency,
. to apply the aspects of communication that have been advocated
during the first five sessions

PHYSICAL same as.those stipulated tor Encounter #6.
FACILITIES

I. In some instances, judges are reluctant to, discuss matters that
might prejudice their eligiblity to serve on a specific case. Therel
fore,, ftudents who ank questions directly related to a given trial '

may find that...the judge cannot reply. An instructor or the judge'
could convert-the question into general rather .than speCific terms:

EXAMPLE: Wrong Type of-Question: Judge X, one of our inmates,
Elmer Juneau, ia.about to be brought batk into court,
and he has been classified, as an indigent. Does he
have the right to know how much thacourt 'is going to
pay his court-appointed laN4Yer?
Right Type.of'Questionl JUdge. X, do defendents who
have.court-appointed lawyers have the right fo knOw
how much the.lawyer is being paid.
Wrong Type of Question: Judge Y, my court-appOinted .

lawyer spent only 15 minutes talking to me personally.
CAn I appeal my case on the bgsis that-'I did not re-
ceive a. fair trial?
Right Type of Question: Judge Y, can a defendant re-
quest a review-of his case if he feels that his court-
appointed lawyer has been legligent in prosecuting his
case?

GENERAL
ADVICE

H. Thvre i fuviuently n point of conflict between lawYers and in-
mates on the amount of 'time that a court-appointed lawyer:'should

spend with his client. This Clash should be encouraged as long as

it is productive. Lawyers need' to know how hostile Inmates are to-

ward the legal profession and how.littlatime offenders saY that

court-appointed lawyers spend with them. Inmates, on the other

hand, need t3 grasp better the point of view of.the lawyer and teal-

ize what limitations a plea ofguilty places upon.the.judicial process:"

III. The facilitators should have With them copies of.the atatutes

that apply to publie defenders and cOurt-appointed lawyers. Sufficient

copies should be aVailable so that each-small group can haVe a Set.
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IV. It is important that the -communication breakdowns concerning plea
bargaining be dealt with directly. If possible, a lawyer and a judge
in each small group should explain to the students the relationship
between the client, the lawyer, and the judge in regard to plea bar-
gaining. Much hostility can be dissipated if students understand that
thc judge is not bound by whatever agreement is made between the law-
yers. Not on1ST can past-hostilities be dissipated, but offenders will
be able to act more wisely,in future encounters with lawyers and judges.

V. Instructors may have to be tactful in developing a middle ground.
between students and guests at this session. Instructors should not
be advocates for either side. If an impass like the one below arises,
the instructor needs to mediate in a manner similar to that below:

Lawyer: The vast majority of court-appointed lawyers are very
,conscientious about their duties.

Inmate: Not in my case. He didn't give a damn about me'.
Counselor: We get.numerous comments from offenders that agree with

that opinion. I don't know how true they are, but we do hear it
a lot

Lawyer: Well; of course, I can't speak-for your cases, but I know
my,colleagues, and we watch this sort of things.carefully.

Inmate: My lawyer spent fifteen minutes with me. Do you think' -

that is enough?
Lawyer: If you pleaded guilty, perhaps that 's all the time that

the lawyer needed to spend with you..
' Inmate: If I had been paying him $1000, do you suppdse he would

have spent only fifteen minutes with me?
Instructor.: I have here the statement on ethics of the state bar
association that pertains in part to that. After I read it, I
would like to ask both the lawyers and the students to say what
they think it means.

VI. Law professors make excellent consultants, but facilitators should
be prepared that their.approach may he much more theoretical than
practical. If flack develops between students and law professors,
instructors should not necessarily consider-the interchanges to be
unhealthy. ,In many instances, the profesSor will come around at the
end of the session to see some things he has never grasped before,
and students will get concepts abbut the law' that theirnabsorption.
with their own problems has not allowed them to develop. Instructors
cnn help by pointing out the disagreement -between the applied and the
thvorvtLenl, nnd bring it into the open.

lustuetor: We are hviiig some disagreement here between the the-

.
Prettent aspects of parole as stated by Prof. A.and the.practical
aspects of parole as stated by Clement. Are these two, the theo-

retical and the practical, necessarily in conflict?

VII: Facilitators should not be discouraged if promises by guests to
follow up on their visit, to the institution fail.to materialize.' SoMe
guests do-make repeat visits and get a new type of concern for.cor-

: rections; others intend to'but other matters absorb.their interests.-
If guests take dOwn the -name of an inmate and promise that, they will
look into a given matter, facilitators may wish to warn the inmate
gently that a follow-up may or may not occur.
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TIME same as for those stipulated for Encounter #6. However, the following
SEQUENCE should be stressed.

(l).Valuable time should not be taken up in giving yerbal introduCtions.
Facilitators should prepare,for students and instructors a one-page
handout 14.th basic information aliout all guests.
(2).The officials in charge of the institution should be given advance
notice of guests who are to attend the session.._

SECURING .(a) Lawyers and judges need to be contacted six weeks to MO months
GUESTS in advance.

(b) Repeated reminders should be given to those guests who have accepted,
'because the schedules' of lawyers and judges are subject to last minute
changes. If the guests remember their commitment, they are less likely
to let a subsequent demand on their time interfere.
(c) Law students can be lielpful in this session and should represent
a cross-section of law schools in tf.2 area.
(d) A leading member of die- state bar association should be present so
that he can carry back Information to the judiciary.
(e) Ex-offenders are useful at this session,.since they can speak out
clearly on 'their experiences with such vital issues as plea bargaining
and court-appointed lawyers.
(f) Members of the bar who.have acted as court-appointed lawyers should
be represented.
(g) Again, the procedure for insuring as much participation by the bar
is as follows:

pay a personal visit to the,lawyers and judges in sets of no
less than 3 and no more than 5

write a confirming letter
follow up by two or three phone calls
send an outline of the session, emphasizing any time limits

that have been agreed upon and including a map of how to
'get to the main gate of the institution

appoint an instructor as host for each guest
send a thank you letter afterwaOs so that, if you wish to
call upon the guest in the future, you will be cordially re-
ceived

GEORGE DANP
LAWYER

LLE5 CiiiNTRAL O.

10°.

ofc1 ee
1'amsa5 C;ty
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MEETING THE BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES FOR-ENCOUNTER #7-

#1. Make two lists. In the column on the left, put the full names and titles
ofthe guests who attended the session, together with the law firms they were
members'Of, the court over which they presided; the jobs they now hold, the
law schools with which they are affiliated, etc. Group yhe guests so you.can
see how well the first objective of bringing all participants to the trial to-
zether :in one place was achieved..

In the right hand column,.f6r the benefit of the'lacilitators who stage'the
next session,.list the persons and/or the types of representatives who should
have been present or who could have added additional impact to the session.
Be as specific as possible. Iist names, addresses and telephone numbers when
possible.

LIST OF PERSONS.WHO WERE PRESENT
UNDER_SELECTED'CATEGORIES

Category #1

(NAMES),TITLES, ADDRESSES, PHONE NUM-
BERS OF PERSONS TO BE ASKED NEXT TINE

Category #2

Category43

Mtace1.laneou0 Category #4

6 4
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#2. Facilitators should formulate a set of multiple-choice questions to.be ad-
ministered to all students an faculty concerning the facts.that were presented
during the session. Question should be carefully worded; It takes considerable
time to write a good test ite 'The-fon-owing rules should be observed:

a. only 1 of the 4 a swers should be correct
b. do not include such choices as "none of the above's, or "all of the

above"
c. focus quegtions around the important issues that need to be remem-

bered and avoid the petty details
d. use the style belowand the format below for each question

Question One: How does the presiding judge choose a court-appointed law-
yer to represent the next client on the docket who requests one?

) he consults:a list to see which lawyers have signed up have the
fewest cases

( ) he assigns ,ihe case to certain law firms whom he has chosen as
qualified to-take such cases

( ) he assigns the case automatically to the next lawyer on the list'
who has signed up, requesting to be appointed as a court-appointed
lawyer

( ) he consults with the district-attorney to see what lawyer the dis-
trict attorney would be willing to accept

In order to assist facilitators, instructors should turn in two multiple-choice
questions on the form below.

Question One:

( )

( )

( )

( )

Question Two:

( )

( )

( )

( )

6 5
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#3. Describe the behavior of three students
in some detail both the + and he - aspects
guests and other instructors.

dur4ng the past session, giving
of their communication with the

NAME OF STUDENT' + BEHAVIOR - BEHAVIOR
Milly Washington Milly wanted to know if the fee

w
she had paid her lawyer was

C1

reasonable.. It was obvious
that she thought she was over-

41; . charged, but she put the ques-
w

tion this way: "I paid my own
w;.., lawyer $500 to get me on parole

C7' W
the first time I got.out. .How

cr;

w u can a person who is in jail get
E0 0 an idea of what'a reasonable

fee for a lawyer is?"

Milly still wants to
pull...back from the

group. 'She spends'a
lot of her time look-
ing down. She is still
sloppy in her looks:
I spoke to her about
these things again, and
she tbok it OK. I'll
just have to see if she
does any better.

6 6
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Attempts to Communicate Positively
Using Communication Breakdown in Drug and Alcohol Therapy
a's a Laboratory Situaiton with High Satiency

BEHAVIORAL, 1. to intensify the desire of anyone who is or has been on drligs to

OBJECTIVES remain free of their control.

2. to motivate anyone who-is or has been on drugs to seek out the
therapy programs available

4

3. to increase the determination of-those who are not or who have
never been on drugs to resist their control. The goal here is
oriented toward the potential alcoholic.or drug user who'may not
be aware that sheihe.is a potential addict

4. to inform All students:about the facts about the effects of alco-
,

hol and other drugs on human behavior

DEFINITION The sophisticated nomenclatures for drugs should be introduced into

OF TERMS the session in-chart form similar to the one includedjn this lesson..
For the purposes,of our discussion in the session, facilitators will
make clear that alcohol abuse will be called alcohol abuse; mari uana
abuse will be called marijuana abuse; and drus abuse will refer to
the abuseof all drugs other than alcohol 'and marijuana.

Facilitators should furnish students'with a handout containing de-
finitions of the following terms:

alcohol abuse methadone

mari.uana abuse antabuse
drus abuse the sweats

-

Facilitators should also distribute the Jaws that pertain to alcohol,
marijuana and drug abuse in the district invhich the session is talc,
ing place.

PHYSICAL same as for encounter #8, except that a slide projector, movie camera;

FACILITIES overhead projector, or similar equipment may be needed to show a
'film or chart on abuse

GENERAL
ADVICE:

I. CAUTION: In this seision, more perhaps than.in any other .of the
sessions, stereotyped instructiOn should be avoided. The little
"do's" and."don'ts". of abuse that been so often hurled at'students
in-prescriptive instructional methods that the impact of such an

approach is minimal. At least 4 varying methods are likely to re-

ceive the expected impact upon students:. .

a. the input of ex-abusers,.particularly in the aniall groups

where students have the oiTortunity to question-guests directly

b. the report of the state pathologist on deaths caused by

alcohol and drugs

c. the report of a physiologist who can, without fanfare, ex- .

pilain the reaction of the body to drugs
,
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d..the input of persons now serving as treatment personnel
in-the, alcoholic wards of hospitals or the drug action units
in the local communities

e, films, provided they are carefully chosen and stress the
,testimony of abusers

. lr

These'appreaches are not generally.used on students and their input
is sufficiently intense and vigorous to draw appropriate energies
from students into the'sessione

More ie achievRd in this session in small group,work than in
the large group session. However,.the large group should.have three.
objectives:

.

to make clear.to students the'expertise of eaeh guest, as has
been suggested previously, through handouts, oversized:bad-
ges, and very hrief introductory.,etatements

to set the tenor Of the discussion.so that itemrs that might not
ordinarily be brought out are fteely,discussed, e.g., the .:

fact that inMates will try to keep any mention of abuse off'
their record for feLieof unfavorable reaction by paroles

.

to put before the group aset of. hard facts about abuse (pre-
ferably in visual,form) so that th s lormatiOn can be
referred back to time and time.sgaip the small group
meetings

III.,Instructors should be particularly on the alert for students
who want to ask queitions but axe reluctant to speak out, even in the
small groups. Occasionally an instructor may have to pull a student
to one side and talk to him individually to 'clarify the issue so that
either the instructor or the student can raise the issue. Facilitators
and other instructors should understand this tactic, provided that it
is not abused.

IV. Guests and instructors should have some realistic attitude toward
the pleasure that abuse brings. The attitude should be-- - - "Yes,
the immediate effect may be pleasurable, we understand that, but
what about the long-term effects?"

'V. Guests and instructors must be prepared for the genuine doubt by
drug abusers that they can break their habit. It is more realistic
for the abuser to say ehat he believes he will be able to stay off
drugs or that he Wnks he can resist alcohol than it is,for'him to
say:hratantly that he is "cured."

VI. Some abusers.will say bluntly that all they want to do is to get
back on the.street so they can use alcohol or marijuana or hard drugs
again without being caught. The attitude that instructors and guests
should take toward this student is particularly diffiCult. They shoUld

avoid taking the part of the PARENT and "laying down the law," and yet
they should not cop out and be sophisticated about the whole matter.
The best remedy is Often to turn the problem back onto the seudent

with a series of questions:

68
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Do you think (do not use "intend to astay") yOu.willzstay on
alcohol for the rest of your life?

What makes you think you can take drugs or leave them alone
when 'others can't? What about some of the comments you
heard today from ex-abusers?

Do you think youcan hold a steady job and stay on alcohol?

Could you be proud of the fact that you want to stay on drugs?

How are you going to finance your abuse without getting back
into prison?. 6

VII. If there is no organized, constructive program to help drug df-
fenders at the unit where the instruction is being held, inggestions
should be recorded by facilitators as to how such a program could be

established. If a,drug program is already in process but the students
feel that, it is not effective, the problem is a difficult one. Fa-
cilitators should agairoxecord specific reasons why the'program is
not achieving its purposes,' particularly the reasons that are attri-
butable to the persons enrolled in 'the program.

VIII. Again conflict between gUests should not be the cause for alarm.
There is considerable disagreement among experts as to what is the

proper approach toward abuse. It is healthy to allow these differ-

ences to be expressed. After all, there is always more than one ef-
fectiVe-way of doing almost everything; Q.

TIME (1) Facilitators should make-certain that, at some time in each ,

SEQUENCE small group, an ex-alcoholic and an ex-drug abuser have an opportunity
to spend some time in each small group.

(2) If audio-visual.aids'are to be'used, the facilitators should try .
out the equipment a day or' so before he session, at the institution. .

They should remember to bring with them extra extension cords, light-
bulbs for the equipment, three-pronged,plugs as adaptors, and wall -:

plugs that provide for mult,ipleoutlets.

'GUESTS: Ex-Offenders Who Were Abusers: Facilitators should seek the services
of ex-abusers who are no longera part of the correbtions system
along with ex-abusers who are now employed by the,system as therapists.

F.,

Alcoholics Anonymous: AA is often generous.in furnishing the names
of:ex-alcoholiCs who are willing 65 participae. Males and fethales

should be' used. If possible, there should:representatives of the'
business and professional communitYwh9 may or may not be ex-offend-
ders. Students are impressed by persons of relatively high social
and economic status who are willing to inconvenience themselves to
make their "pitch" about abusers. ;0*

Pharmacologists: Instructors from the nearest school of pharmacy can
furn5.sh visual aids for the session, and, if they have oriented them-

selves in4ield work, can be very helpful during the sessiod. If the

pharmacologists have not participated before in prison work, they
may find some difficulty in emerging from ,their traditional instruct-

orial role, even if they are field oriented.'

6 9
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NAME

OF

DRUG

SLANG
0

TERMS
(add other slang terms in the blanks

provided)

.

DANGERS OF ABUSE
HOW .

TAKEN
. w0

C4
C..)

0
ti 1 gog Z
a %0 01" 0 I 1M a H ? 0
RI Zi cn Q 0 M

zoommoo
re3 § ) H '8 1:1rA K K `41
H =

0Z t-Si in.7 .... >4

Oa Oa .-- ,r b. al al

d
0

..

z0H
M
E

pi

iii
ca

4
E

MORPHINE 141, dreamer, white,stuff, hard stuff, morpho,
unkie, Missjmma, monkey, cuba, morf, tab,
emael, hocus, morphie, melter

0 *

,

HEROIN snowstuff, H, junk, big Harry, cabana,.
DoOjee, boy, horse, white stuff, Harry, hairy,
joy powder), salt, dope, Duige, hard stuff,
schmeek, shit, skag, thing

.

*

.

.

.

CODENE schoolboy 11 1
i

' :el
h

111

I

A: i ) 1

*

HYDROMORPHONE dilaudid, Lords' .:i.: ::: :

I * *

MEPER/DINE demerol, Isonipecaine,Dolantol,pethidine 1 040 lel s lelttttt ! * *
EXEMPT PRE-

PARATIONS
P.G., P. O., blue velvet (paregoric with anti-
histamine), red water,bitter, licorice

llllll g:
1 1 llllll 1

::0: i :41i i : :
* *

COCAINE the leaf, snow, C, cecil, coke, dynamite, flake
speedball(when mixed with heroin),girl,happy.
dust,joy powder,white girl,gold dust,Corine,
BerniesOurese,gin,Bernice,star dust,Carrie,
Cholly,heaven dust,paradise

..

.

,

*

.

,

MARIHUANA,
.

AMPHETAMINES

.

METHAMPHETA-
MINE.

'smoke.,straw,Texas taa,jive,pod,mutah,splim,
Acapulco Gold,Rhang,boo,bush,butter flower, .

Geja,weed,grass,pot,muggles,tea,has,hemp,hay,
griffo,Indian hay,ioco weed,herb J,mu, sativa,
giggles-smoke,love weed,Marj? Warner,Mohasky,
Mary Jane,jOint sticks,reefers,roach .

1

.

1

1

.

.

1

1

I

1

*

.

*

*

.

:pep pills,bennies,wake-ups,eye-openers,truck.
drivers,lid poppers,co-pilots,peaches,roses,
heat4s,cartwheels,whites,coast to coast, LA
turnabouts,browns,footballe,greenies,dexies,
bombido,oranges,jolly-beans,A's,sweets,uppers -,

jeklie babies,beans

1 1 1

IOW

.

1

speed,meth,splash,crystal,bombita,Methedrine
Doe . .

.

110 JO ;0;
1 ,

.

I. 1 .1 I

BARBITURATES yellows,yellowjackets,nimby,nimbies,reds,
pinks,red birds,red devils,seggy,seccy,pink
ladies,blues,blue birdi,blue devils,phennies
blue heavens,red & blues,doubie trouble, ,

tooies,Christmas trees,barbs

0 b *

0

LYSERGIC
ACIO2DIETH
LAMMDE .(I.SD)

.

acid,cubes,pearly gates,heavenly blue,royal
blue,wedding bells,sugar, Big D, Blue Acid,
the-Chief,the Hawk,inetant Zen,25,Zen,sugar
lump

' *

.

PEYOTE Mescal button,mescal beans,hikori,hikuli,
huatari,seni,wokowl,cactus,the button,half
moon,P,the, bad seed,Big Chief,Mesn,tops, a
moon .

gp. . * *

Adapted from DRUGS OF.ASUSE, Superintendentoof Documents, U. S. Government Printing Qffice, Washington,
P,C. 20402.. 70
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Pharm'acists: t Iocal harrvcists, particularly those who have worked
with'regional drug programs, can be very helpful.

. .

plug Rehabilitation Personpel: These are often young people who have
a very direct relationship with abusers,. They generally speak with
authority and have many case' histories to back up their,points of

view. They are impressive because they know what they know.

State Pathologist: A' communicative quasi-governmental official can
present case histories that are very effective. Since most state
pathologists testify frequently before courts of law; they generally
know how to be communicative. -

Physicians: Those M. D.'s. who a're closely associated with local drug
rehabilitation programs are the most helpful. They know not to preach,,
but to lay.it out on the line and let it have its effect. In order to
get their cooperation, the session may have to be held at night.

Attorneys: The attorney who repeatedly handles drug cases, often for
wealthy clients, has an interesting input that cannot be voiced by

others. Such attorneys may be able to offer realistic input concern-
ing the reaction of local:judges to the appearance of accused abusers
before their courts.

Probationers: The.probationer is sometimes in a difficult position.
He would like to cooperate more than he does, but he is threatened by

being in a unit'and'he does not always jike to admit it. Therefore,

he should be drawn carefully into the discussion.

EVALUATION
Meeting Behavioral Ob'ective #1: Imagine.that you have been on drugs. Describe

A
what you think woUld have been the influence.of the session upon you. Be specific!

Describe the stiMuli that would have been influential in keeping you off abuse
-and describe the.stimuli that were weak, suggesting how things -could have been

'done ore effectively.

THINGS THAT HAPPENED IN THE SESSION.
THAT WOULD HAVE HELPED YOU WITH ABUSE

INEFFECTUAL ASPECTS OF THE SESSION
WITH SPECIFIC SUGGESTIONS FOR CHANGE

7



Meeting 'Behavioral Objective #2: List the drUg therapy programs by name (with
'a brief description of each) that were mentioned-during the session..
(1) (2)

(3)

of.

(4)

Meeting Behavioral Ob'ective #3: Describe what you think was the reaction of
the students'who were.not abusers to the testimony given by former abusers.
You may discuss alcohol abuse, marijuana abuse and/or drug abuse.

Meeting Behavioral Ob ective #4: Name four pieces of factual information about
drugs and their abuse that you learneMrom this session that you had .not known.

Be as specific as you can.
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ENCOUNTER MO

Attempts to Communicate Positively
Using Communication Breakdown Based on Racial and Ethnic Barriers
as a Laboratory Situation with High Saliency

BEHAVIORAL
OBJECTIVES

PHYSICAL'

1. to provide an atmosphere in which persons of varying racial and
ethnic backgrounds can vocalize their cultural communication break-
downs to each other.

2. tolnitiate the input of.information to persons of varying racial,
and ethnic backgrounds giving the reasons why their cultural patterns
are different.

3. to develop a limited number of formula-solutions that .can assist
all persons in the correctional system in solving their communication
problems that result from ethnic and racial differences.

.same as those stipulated for EnCounter #6.

FACILITIES

GENERAL
ADVICE.

I. All parties in the correctional sYstem are understandably reluct-
ant to initiate discussions concerning race:

The warden.or superintendent is held respOnsible for the quietude

of his unit. Discussions of race and ethnic differences could
trigger disturbances. Doing nothing about the communication
breakdowns caused by racial and ethnic differences are also
poSsible causes for disturbances, but the director of an insti-
tution senses that he can be faulted less for doing nothing
about rade than for trying to do something. The argument can
.always be used that, if the matter. had never been brought up,
nothing would have happened.

The inmate soon learns the racial and ethnic code of each in-
stitution where he is confined. Inmates often say that, if the

balances among groups are relatively equal, the racial and

ethnic problems are less. But, if they feel free to voice
their true opinions, inmates will admit to many problems caused
by cultural differences. In many instances, inmates solve these
problems by being loners, keeping to thetselves and shutting
thvir mouths.

pAAW a otiA.s.et st mAtrot . is otev. reluctant to cliscuss

such problems because,tho custodial staff is supposed to be im-

partial. Impartial officials do not have prejudices, say the

training manuals. So that must be the end of that:

The treatment personnel (program planners, counselors, chaplains,

recreation supervisors) may discuss the problems in a one-on-

one situation within the confines of an office, but they seldom

.have the opportunity (or would take the opportunity) to raise

cultural differences in a large group. Their reluctance is not .

based on a lack of desire to solve the problems, but more upon

a lack of concrete skills on handling a discussion of ethnic

and racial differences in a large group and/or apprehension
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nat they will not be able to control the outcoMe. If the boat
rocks too much, they may be blaimed.

Therefore, all four of these groups will welcome the opportunity to
have a constructive discussion of matters that they know are trouble-
soma. The introduction of such anencounter by,a"third party from
outside the unib is a much more viable approach for all parties.

II. However, even though the opportunity will be internally welcomed,
the facilitators for this session should beprepared for all parties
to agree initially that race is not a problem in the institution.
FacilitatOrs often find it th,fficult to resPond to this initial'agree-

.ment. Perhaps the easiest respanse that is both truthful and effective
is to say that, if there are no prcblems in'tTlis unit, there may be
in others where the students,uLll be concerned.and so the session
would be helpful in the future.

III. Because of the sensitive nature of this session, facilitators
are advised to use case histories to begin the discussionS. It is
probable that students will find it easier to discuss someone else's
problem at 7lle beginning of the session. By the end of the session, -

maay stulents will be relating the events in the case history to them-
selves, eitner overtly OT covertly.

IV. Facilitators who direct the session on racial and ethnic differ-
ences should be chosen in particular for their ability to remain loose.
For example, during an encounter, a small group had agreed that the
warden, who was A light skinned black, was neither white nor black.
The whites in the small group had said that they did not claim the
warden as theirs, and the blacks had said that they'did not consider
him black. Just at that point, the warden appeared unexpectedly in
the mess hall where, at a distance, he was visible to the students.
One white inmate, who was partiqularly energized by the discussion and
:its opportunity to release in a controlled ahd wholesome.atmosphere
the frustrations that he had held back .so long,-left the small group
and walked..some twenty yards to where the warden was speaking to one
Of the cooks. "Mr. X," he said, "are you black or are you yhite?"
The warden paused a moMent and said with a twinkle in his eye, "Well,
'Charles, what do /22 think.I am? The facilitator, who. had, seenthe
confrontation coming and/had accompanied the inmate to where the
warden stood, had his ptoblem staved for him by an intelligent prison
official. But, if the warden had not been resourceful enough, the
LaeilAors would have, had to tfave moved in to help. . Such confronta.-

lions should be eonsidOled wholesome becau.se the question about the

wavden's status had been commonly raised sub rosa among'offenders and

°Metals alike. It was wholesome to get it out in the open.

V. Facilitators should be prepared for the minority group to be re-

luctant to speak out. Therefore, in this session, without making a

point of it:, it may be wise to segregate groups'at one point in the

small group sessions and then integtate them at another point.

VI. Questions that ate likely to arise in this encounter are as

follows:

Is preferential treatment given to job assignments?

What nonverbalisms are offensive to certain groups?
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What are the qualities of the people who seem to get along
well with more than one ethnic groups?

Does a person have to give up cultural identity in order to
get along well with other racial and ethnic groups?

What is the difference between an ethnic group and a racial
group?

What verbal expressions.are particularly offensive to other
cultural 'groups?

-To what extent is it desirable for all Americans to be the
same? To whae extent is it desirable for Americans to
be different?

What elementary stepslcould be taken to break down same of
the communication garriers based on ethnic and racial
lines?

Illould an intercultural council have any beneficial effects?
What attitude should a person take toward a person who seems

irretrievably ethnic or racial in his point of view?
Is it possible for close friendships to exist that cross

Over racial and ethnic lines?

;GUESTS (1) The major religious groups should be represented, i.e., Jewish,
Protestant and Roman Catholic. If any minor religious group is strong
in the area, e.g., Greek Orthodox, Free Will Baptists, Latter Day
Saints, etc., they Should also be represented.

(2) College personnel can be helpful in this sessiOn. Among the dis-
ciplines that could be represented are:

linguists, to explain the origins of different language
systems

historians (particularly an expert in oral history and/or
a specialist in minority cultures)

sociologists (look for a field-oriented sociologist)
psychologists, particularly social psychologists
directors of special programs in ethnic and racial studies,

such as the Mexican. American studies program and the
. Afro-American studies program.
political scientists
theologians
athletic coaches

(3) Professional women and men can also be helpful.
lawyers who see communication,breakdowns occur in court
physicians who see barriers created in hospitals and clinics
personnel directors of corporations
shop foremen who see problems= the assembly line
labor leaders

(4) Governmental.officials and quasi-governmental Officials can b

used to good advantage..
the chairman of the local human relations council
the mayor of a medium-sized city
.the personnel director.of the police department

the city planner
the principal of a high school
a member of the city council
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TIME (a) The usual technique for introducing the guests.appropriately.in
SEQUENCE 'as short A time as possible is recommended, including a handout and

brief, introductory statements.

(b) The facilitatora should then distribute the three case histories
and discuss each one briefly. If some inmates cannot read or cannot
follow the written caSes, an instructor should unobtrusively make
certaih the material is being communicated.

(c) Small sroups are formed immediately after the presentation of
cases. The instructors in the small groups can follow any number
techniques in getting the discussion Started, from choosing one of
three cases arbitrarily and starting out with it to asking the group
which one they would like to begin discussing.

(d) In this encounter, only a few of the guests should be rotated.
It is best to let the group gather some cohesiveness in its discussion
A change in personnel interrupts that unifying trend. If a facilitator
sees.that.a particular guest can help with a problem that has arisen
in a given group, the facilitator can move that guest on either a ,
temporary or a permanent basis.- Because guests Are not being moved,
this session requires more.experts than other sessions. Facilitators
should make certain that a variety of guests is assigned to'each .

small group.

.
(e) Instructors In each group should me.ke mental notes on any con-
structive recommendations that come.out of the small'groups. -By the

next meeting of the class, facilitators should compile and collate
those.suggeations and distribute a handout to everyone summarizing the
constructive steps that can be taken. As usual,timse handouts should
avoid dischssing personalities.

CASE The ratio of ethnic and minority groups in City Prison is as follows:'.

HISTORY inmate group X. 60%.

#1 inmate group Y. 35%
inmate groups.Z,A,B 57'

There.is' a continual power struggle going on between Group.X and
Group Y. Officiali in the unit are predominantly from Group Y with
soMe representation.from all other groups but Z.

Group X inmates are pretty well in control of the cell blocks at night,

og thes5 telephones,that are available for making outgoing calls, it
is an unwritten 7.aw that 4 are reserved for Group. X, and the fifth
phone is often out-of-order. Several members of inmate group Y have
been worked over for trying to put the telephones on a first-come,
first-serve basis. Custodial personnel see what is happening, but
they elect to ignore the probfem.

°Group Y inmates are in charge of the'paper work at the institution,
along mith some,rePresentatives from group Z. They manage to misplace
paper pertaining to Group X much more often than papers being processed,

for Group Y or Z.

Inmate groups A & B have no clout at all. They manage.by being as
inconspicuous-as possible and putting 'up.with more than either Group

0X or Y.
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Friction between Group X and Group Y continues to mount. There is
almost no_information conversation between members of the two groups.
Seating in the mess.hall is strictly according to ethnic and racial
lines. The treatment personnel sense the tension, but are hesitant
to act.

A member of Group A is an accidental witness to a homosexual rape of
a member of Group Y by three Members of Group Y. The victim is in
pretty bad shape. The other inmates belonging to Group Y are convinced
that the rape was committed tiy members of Group X, and are encouraged
to believe so by subtle remarks thrown out by the rapists themselves.
The victim is in the infirmary. Two of the-rapists threaten to stab
the member of Group A who witnessed the act if he talks. The tension
keeps growing.

Two of the leaders of Group X hold a secret meeting with one of the
recreational counselors that they trust and say they are worried that
things will get much worse. One of the clerks from Group Yodoes the
same thing to a counselor he trusts. The recreation therapist and the
psychological counselor get together and decide to do something. Here
are their choices for action. Which one do you think best? Can you
add another in the blank provided?

a. meet with the warden who is a pretty sharp Y

b. quietly call together the known leaders of all of the groups
and ask for their cooperation in getting down the tension

c. hiring a detective to pose as an inmate where he can snoop
around to see what is really going on

d. transfer out all of the known sex offenders

e. hold a session such as this with all of the leaders to see
what can be worked out

f. call in all of the "informers" one by one and see-what hard
facts can be gathered

g. pUt the heat on the victim f- m Group A to make him, talk and
then transfer him out

h. institute a series of human relations classes for all inmates,
treatment, and custodial personnel to discuss the basic areas of
agreement and disagreement

Which of these solutions treatment pnly the symptoms? Which go to the
cause of the problem? Is there anything that can really be done in
a situation like this?

CASE There are in Leonard Prison three" groups of inmates of approximately
HISTORY equal numbers: Mexican Americans, blacks, and whites. Leonard is
#2 overcrowded, -iAt there pre few one-cell rooms. At least one-half

of the me.1 , In double bunkbeds,that are only .a few feet apart.
Recreation facilitles are OK, but overcrowded. The counselors are do-
ing a great iob with much too heavy case loads. The warden has changed
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three times in the last year. One died; one was promoted; and the third
is brand newand just getting dug in.

Not one of the three roups likes the way the other ones talk. There is
a lot.of ribbing about it at all locations in the unit, but the feeling
is much deeper than just joking. Here are some of the beliefs that not
only the inmates hold but that are-also maintained by most of the staff.

blacks and whites believe about the way Mexican Americans talk
lots of Mexican Americans can't speak.good. English, e.g.i they say

"She is the seester of my wife" whem everybody knows you should
say "She is my wife's sister". Who says SEESTER77777 Only
Greasers!

when Mexican Americans speak Spanish to each other, they are putting
down the black and white inmates, only you can't tell because
"they" don't move their faces much anyway

If you can't speak English any better than that, you ought to go
back to Mexico. That's where you belong anyway.

Mexican Americans and blacks believe about the way whites talk
whites, particularly the counselors, are always staring you down

when they talk to you, trying to make you feel guilty or some-
thing.. They keep wanting you to look them right in the eye,
even though you don't like them and even when you are talking
about real personal matters.

whites keep calling the blacks "boy" (particularly the.guards) and
they never bother to pronounce correctly the names of the Mexi-
can_Americans. They do this purposefully, because they know
it will bug you

whites talk quietly to each other about "niggers" and "Greasers" and
laugh in a particular little way that really gets to you

Mexican Americans and whites believe about the way blacks talk
the reason you have trouble understanding the way blacks talk is

that their mouths are too big so they can't make their sounds
distinetly

all that "jive talk" or whatever they call it, with the hand slap-
ping and jumping around really gets you down. Why can't they
stand still and talk like everyone else?.

blacks speak English so poorly, e.g., they say "I goes" and."He
tired" and "She my wife sister". Dedent people with good in-.
telligence just don't talk like that.

There are lots of other communication breakdowns, but nobody says anything
about them between groups, only within groups.

One of the'rell'abilitation programs at Leonard features a series of college
professorskwho go from institution to institution holding informal session's
on a wide variety of subjects. .0ne Of them is a language.scientist.(a
linguist) who holds,a claas on language. About 10 inmates from each of
the three groupa attend, but no representatives from treatment or custody. ,

are present. Here are some of the things'that the linguist points out:

Mexican Americans settled Texas, Arizona, New Mexico and California
before anyone else. In fact, since most Mexican Americans'are anywhere.

.
from 607 -to 907 Indian, their ancestors spoke in the language of the
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many Indian tribes of Mexico -and the Southwest, including the language

spoken by the Aztecs who had a highly developed civilization until the
Spanish came and destroyed it. .,o.

..Everyone is always suspicious of people speaking around him in another

language. It is _better to speak the language of the people around you,
even though you have a great second language with a rich heritage that

you like to §Peak: -

when. the Mexican American War was over.in 1848, all Mexicans living in
the Southwest automatically'became American citizens, unless they choose
to return to Mexico within a given period of t.ime. So there has been a
large population of Mexican.American Citizens of the United States for
.over .125 years, and that is a lot longer than most of the white settlers

and many of the black citizens, since slaves continued to be imported il-
legally into the United States until 1860.

Different cultures have different interpretations of eye contact. In 'the

white culture, looking a.person straight in the eye is considered a matter

of respect. This is not always. true of other cultures, particularly the

black culture and some Indian cultures. Looking down can be respectful

as well as looking up. In fact, the white culture may value direct eye
contact so highly because, for many years, peopie had to bow their heads'

to kings and queens, and whites got tired of that.

The professor distributes a list of the terms that are offensive between .
cultures, explains their history, and why they injure. He demonstrates
the pronunciations of Mexican American family names, and gets everyone to
say them in a sort of game he organized.

lie cautions whites about laughing at other cultures. Since they are the

majority culture, it is their responsibility 'to welcome the contribution
that minority cultures can make. He uses a map to show Where the many

centers of African culture were at the time of the slave trade and pro-
posed that most slaves who arrived in the United States probably spoke
several languages to which they then had to add American English.
_-

Unless there is some physical abnormality, the size and shape of a person's

mouth is not a factor in Whether he does or does not speak clearly.

Some cultures permit more body contact than.others. Both the MexiCan

American.culture and the black culture tolerate touching more than white

culture. Whites in America have a basically. Puritan background that
frowns upon emotion and asks that you wait until you get to heaven to
be joyful. This is not true oLmany Mexican Americans and blacks who
feel that life is here to be enjoyed and, if showing your feelings is
joyful, then why not?

The English spoken by blacks in the United. States is a distin,tive dia-
lect of English,'with a predictable grammar patterni rulet for pronun-,

ciation:and vocabulary.' All other Americans speak dialects of. some
so,..t--the dialect approved for actors on soap operas, the dialect approved
Tor radio/TV announcers, the dialect spoken by people in the mid-west,

'etc. Black dialect has,some different grammar.patterns because of its

'African heritage. Blacks plugied in English Words'on the grammar of the
langUages that they were already familiar with. Furthermore, they tried

to be logical about a verb like "go" and make it look like these:
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I go I goes I go
You go You goes You go
He go or He goes rather than the HE GOES
We go We goes "illogical" We go

You go You goes You go
They go Theypes They go

The linguist goes so far as to speculate that, perhaps in fifty years,
we will all be saying one of the two forffis on the left, and the form
on the right varying between "go" and "goes" may be forgot.

The inmatles are enthusiastic about what they have learned. It sounds as
if everyone can be right, even though there is more than one "right" and
that there are some things you _lust don't do if you want to communicaE'e
between cultures.

At the end of the Sessions, the inmates agree that all people who are
associated with Leonard ought to have the course. These problems arise.
How many of them can be solved? Add any other problem(s) that occur to
you in the blanks provided.

a. Where would the money come from to pay for the sessions?

b. Would it be advisable for guards, treatment personnel, and inmates
to all sit in the same sessions together?

c. Are these subjects too touchy for everyone to.talk about? Perhaps
a select few, like this class, but what about everybody?

d. Would prison officials come to the sessions, if they were free and
they were paid for their hours? Would the threat be too great?

e. How much carry over would there be from such sessions? Sure, we
are enthusiastic right now, but what about two months from now? Will
we go back to thinking the same things we did before?

f.

g.

CASE Recently Prison #202 has admitted an increasing number of drug offenders.
HISTORY Many of these offenders are college students, college graduates, and some
#3 even hold advanced degrees.

Prison officials.find them troublesome. They are smart enough to know
how to work around the system. They look at every rule to see how it can
be broken. Many of them, qsay-the offiEials, talk a lot--talk too much.

t,

The drug offenders think that moit of the prison officials are a bunch'
of clods. Look at how they talk? Who else but a clod would talk like
that? Even the superintendent, they,say, can't talk right and makes all
sort,of mistakes. And the secretaries in the joint can't spell. You
should see the sort of mistakes they make.

Officials are resentful because the-drug offenders seem to consider them-
selves an elite class. The'guards mistrust them. Sometimes if they
think they can get buy with it, they purposefully use vocabulary'that
the officials can't understand. It seems like the smirk when they do i .
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Prison #202 initiates a drug.action program. The two specialists hired
to run the'session soon see that the drug offenders are hostile and they
see language as a part of the problem. They also note that Prison #202
is short'on instructors for its School.. Most of.the instruction has tá
be in the style Of programmed learning, because there is not enough teach-
ing.staff to individualize.the instruCtor by any other method.

The drug action specialists, onean M.D..and the other a Ph.D., suggest
to the drug offenders that they serve as part-time ingtructors in the
prison education unit. -The'inmates tend.to.be.skeptical and horse around
with the idea for a little while, but, all along, they re really enthUs-
iastic about it.

The drug action specialists decide to go to the warden with their,pro-
posal. Which of these ideas should they include in their recommendations?

a. That a training program conducted by one or more outside experts be
initiated to orient selected offenders to become instructors in the
state prison program.

b. That selected offenders with advanced degrees be trained to conduct
college level instruction. College credit for the instruction could
be offered through liaisbn with a neighboring university.

.c. That a special program to teach all inmateil; how to,read be given
piiority.

d. That the course instruction be open to all 1 /els of prison per-
sonnel from inmates through superintendents.

e. That incentives be offered to inmates to enroll in courses at-the
elementary, high school, or college-level through favorable comment
for prison privileges and parole.

f. That raises in salary be used to encourage prison officials to
enroll for the courses at all levels.

g. That the-training program be open not just to drug offenders but
to any inmate who can qualify.

h. That prison officials also be encouraged to act as instructors
in subjects for which they have advanced degrees.

i. That all of the instruction be under the supervision of an outside
expert from a neighboring college, preferably a person who has had
some experience in criminal justice programs.

What other ideas might they propose'to the warden?

k.

If,the warden is not enthusiastic about the program, should the drug
action specialists consider taking the idea to the central office, and
perhaps risking their jobs to get another hearing?'
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'EVALUATION: Meeting Behavioral Ob'e&tive #1: Record below remarks that were .

made.in the session that' you do.not think would have been said unless the session
had,furnished an atmosphere in which persons of varying racial .and ethnic back-
grounds felt free:to vocalize thetr cultural communication bréakdowns* Include
remarks that you yourself made that surprised you a little. Then record some
disappointments of the session-with your recommendations for improvement.

Student Remarks about Cultural Communication Problems That Might Be Considered
-as Breakthroughs:.

1,

2.

3.

4.

5.

Remark That You Yourself Made about Cultural Communication Problems That Mighe
Be Considered as Breakthroughs:
L.

2.

3.

Disappointments of. the Session with RecOmmend-ations for-Future Sessions
0

DISAPPOINTMENTS RECOMMENDATIONS

1.



/:19,etialOble_c_tiys_11: Facilitators should ask eacb instruCtor, after
the encounter is over, to list a minimum of three facts Or opinions that were
generated by the session- Facilitators can then compile these facts, along with

supplementary information obtained from the bibliogrhphy. listed at the conclusion
of this lesson, and distribute them to all students and instructors. Here are

,

example's of the sOrt of i,tems that sOuld (and should,not) beincluded.
-------->-

FaCt,or Opinion One: Only a very few Mexican Americans in this unit ob-
ject to.being called Chicanos.

MeXican Americans in thiS:unit speak good Spallish.
(too subjective: what is "good" Spanish? who is to judge how well people
speak a language?).

Fac t or Opinion Two: Whites in this institution are afraid to'be seen tOo.
much with blacks for fear of being called honkies.

Wbites in this institution don't like ehe way Hack's.
end Mexican Americans talk. (not specific enough--just,what are the waYs..

that blacks and Meltiean Americans speak that whites object td,*.e.g., White

object.to Mexican,Americans saying PLEEEESSS instead of PLEEZ (please).

Fact or Opinion Three: ^Blacks in this institution respect whites-and Mexi-
can AMericanS who can do blacichandshakes without seeming to try too hardt

,Blacks object to the-names prion guhrds call them.
(be specific about wbat names blacks object toi..e.g., ."you people").

TACT, Orogg0g"-----7-7

,
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Meeting Behavioral Objective #3: The two suggestions be/ow iJgin . list of sug-
gested solutions to assist in solving communication proh.ss. arising from ethnic
and racial difftrences, Each instructor should add two .-:;:ttions. that meet these
guidelines: (a) suggestions are not costly.

0) highlY akilled persons are not nee-i; ! administer them
!c) inconvenience to the system is mi.%%i,;,J

=---Fd.dlitators shc,d-4,!:11 compile these-lists and distrthutv them to students.and in-
structors.

-Suggestion #1: whe institution should compile a.eiittonary of termsthat members
would and would not like to be called. A cotimitt:n representing all factions and
all levels could solicit suggestions from eyeryo !%11 the stem. Results could
.be compiled in a ',:imall mimeographed bOoklet.. Here are 'tx.r.1 examples:

spooks although tqaclu; may Vse this term jokingly to each other,
). it should.not be uscal to non-blacks

0.
.

-whi,te witch a term used.in thiS:institution to refer to a Caucasian
infOrmex; avoid mq..;4:..s you can take the consequences

/. .
. .

.

Suggestion 42f Once a.month, seatineforie eve ing meal should 'be iandomized.
.

.Place cards wollld insUre'that inmates si with new groups.. The program director
could ask..a.cor6unity volunteer group.t decorate the table for.this dinner and
iO"upply Paper tablecloths,. Can and mapkins.: Churches in'rotation could c'

h6. aked .to say'aft interdenominational blegsir It miot be that .the volunteers',
with the help pf.the coors, could:serve.the = at the. tables. All prison.of-,
ficials CdUld be invited:toliattend. Those a Tti...; should be seated randomly.

, ..

.LIZ22.t1-.21.1.#3 e'
.

. .

.

Suggestion 44-:
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ENCOUNTER #11

Atterripting to Communicate Positively
When Speaking before A Small Group

BEHAVIORAL 1. to instruct students .how to organize a short talk

OBJECTIVES 2. to motivate students to delfver an organized short talk
first, to a small group'of 5 to 6 persons'
second, to a medium' skzed group of 10 to 15 persons .

third, to provide the opportunity for selected students to
give their short talk at the final banquet to 100 persons

PHYSICAL. a. one large hall big enough so that thirty pairs can work together

FACILITIES to compose a talk 'without interfering-too much...with each other

b. some additional apjacent space (rooms or alcoves) where those
students who have codiposed their short talks And already delivered
the talk to their....pLred instructor can rehearse it to's small

group of 5 to 6 persons

c some meanS of dividing the large hall into two or three compart-
ments so that two or three groups of 10 to 15 persons can be hear-
ing talks at the same time

GENERAL I. This encounter takes a minimum of two sessions, plus a specially

ADVICE arranged class where those who are having difficulty can be given
individualized.help between the first and second sessions.

II. Some offenders may not be able to read and write. They will re-
quire special attention so that their inabilities are not flaunted..

III. After instructors and students.have paired up on a one-to-one
basis to start composing'the short ta117-3,-if the instructor sees
that they are not making sufficient progress in getting the student
to choose a subject and start the outline of the talk, the instructor
should signal a facilitator:who will quietly swap inqructors. HOw-

ever, no blame should be attached to aa instructor whose student does
not get results, provided the instructor haa'done all he can do.. It

sometimes _takes a second stimulus or ja dffferent approach to get

some students going.
7

IV. Almost all Of the Students will experience some stage fright,

'fromNhe vety beginning of the exercibe. Instructors should explain
that fear of an audience is healthy because it shows respect for the
people whose ime will be taken ap during the talk. An excellent
speaker alWays has some,stage.fright, because.that helps him to. "get

up" for the talk bUt he does pot.let the fear show. Furthermore, the

symptoms of stage fright.are caused by the body getting ready to

p.ght scething physical,,for men used to have t&conquer wild.beasts.
The %west glands secrete tc put moisture on the body so th4t eVapora-

tir, TAU absorb heat and,,keep body temperature down. That's. where

the ciola and clammy feeling comes froM. The. extremeties of the body

receive the blood so they can have the strength to'fight off the enemy,

while the stomach add othef!internal organs are slighted. That's

where the tendency to urinate and.the "butterflies in the stomach"

8 5
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comes from. But the speaker is not fighting a tiger, but simply try-
ing to talk to an audience. The extra energy in the arms and legs
that is not being used up in.physical labor Makes,the-knees and hands
shake. So the body is doing its best to help, but is only hurting.
Once students understand something of the physiology of stage fright,
they can deal with it more easily.

V. Instructors should welcome every opportunity for students-to act
as critics of other speakers. Only occasionally will a'peer become
too pushy in working with a fellow student, and the facilitators
can moderate these rare encounters. Experience has shown.that, when
students are concentrating on their talks, the ethnic and racial com-
position of the group is nOt Significant, i.e., an Anglo could be
evaluated by fiVe or six Mexican Americans without. any over consCious-
ness that the group had accidentally structured itself in such a manner.
The snecial sessions for those who are having difficulty With their
talks can profit greatly from having.some of the more successful stu-
dents act as audience and critic for the slower Ones who are just com-
ing along. Facilitators should arrange ahead of.time with prison ad-
ministrators.so that the more fluent inmate speakers can be present
for the speCial session to assist the less fluent speakers.

VI. Instructors should remember that most of ,their students do not
have a houseful of trophies and certificates received at church and/or
at school. They haye not been asked to stand up and receive-awards.
They have not been asked to make speeches of acknowledgement. They
may never have been asked to atand up and make any.sort'of presents--
tion to anyone. A number of the students are thirsting for leadership
positions. One of the reasons they may be in trouble is that they are
generars"withno legitimate armies'to lead. . This exercise gives'them
the Opportunity; to exercise leadership potential. Other students are
secretly jealous of their more vocal colleagues and will be tempted to
redouble their resistance to giving a speech. THERE IS ALMOST A DIRECT
INVERSE RATIO'BETWEEN THE DEGREE'OF PROTEST ABOUT NOT WANTING TO.MAKE
A.TALK AND THE DEGREE OF DESIRE TO GET UP THERE AND SHOW THE OTHERS
WHAT YOU GAN DO.

VII. If inmates dr officials wish-to include.in their talks deroga-
tory criticism of the prison system, they should be required to offer
constructive solutions. The encounters are tO stress pcnitive com-
munication. It is of a positive nature to voice complaints aadget
them out of your system, but it is even mote positive to build on that
'release by thinking through what can be done. 'It is easy to see the
'faults in as perplexing a systeM as corrections; it:is more challeng-
ineto come up.with solutions. Responsible speakers pnIsent the best
-solutions to the pr,oblem'they discuss. Otherwise they may be dcing_
tore harm than good.

VIII. Some s,tudents get'hung:up on the choice of a.duhjeet. They fici
it a'convenientstopping place. If they cahnot think of aisubject
they would like,to talk .about, then nothing else ean happen. Here
are some stock subjeCts that may help instructors over tt .c impasst

why Offenders commit crimes.
.:sPorts in the prison system : '

.

the values of getting a,high schooleducation
three things an offender must do when he,is rAee.4,.:e
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three things I like (or dislike) about my job
threc things I would do if I had my life to live over
the three members of my family I feel closest to
three things I would do if I were rich
,the three best friends.I have in the world
three things that haPp-ened to me on my trip to Colorado
three main problems of working in a prison
three ideals that I base my life on

IX...Facilitators should not be discouraged if the products Of.some of
their students show only rudimentary improvement. Many Persons who
are involved in the prison.system adopt the pattern-of keeping their

mouths shut and doing their own way; It is a major victory to have
some people even stand up before a Small group and make a statemnt
that others listen to, For some, it will be the first time that such
an event has ever happened. The incubation period of improvement.for
sucn a positive event is often slow. Facilitators may never witness
the strengthening effect of the exercise, because it will- show up
tong after they have lost contact with the students,

..:.

TIME (1) During tL2.first session of this encounter, facilitators should

'SEQUENCE expect that anywhere froM 10% to 40% of the stunts will be able
to Compose their speech on a one-on-one basis with an instructor, de-
liver it first.just to what instructor, and then be able to join a
small group of '5 to 6 other students to rehearse t'air speech. There-
fore, several key instructors should be held in obeyance in a separate
room or alcove-where they can await tp rehearse-the students in small

groups of 5 and 6. Even though the stUdent may have given the speech
to his one-on-one instructor (either seated or.standing or. both), it
is still another major step to stand up before a. small group and give
the speech again. Therefore instructors should encourage interaction

at these rehearsals. Students and instructors should join in applaud-
ing each speech after it is given. 'Everyone .should be encouraged to
make constructive comments. If th,re is time, each student should de-
liver his short talk 3 or.4 times..in these small groups.

(2) The remaining 60% to 907 of the students will have made some pro-.
gress., but will not be ready to speak until the second session of this

encounter. Instructors should be certain to keep copies of ehe out-
lines that they have helped the student to construct. At the next'

session, an easy &It for the more hostile.or the more timid will be
that the outline has been lost, or it is somewhere where it is not

retrievable.

(3) For those who are obviously having more difficulty than the others ,

(usually,betwe6n 5% .'.e=';d.157),.a special tutorial meeting should be
held between the first and second sessions of this encounter. After,

the first session; each instructorshould rep.' to the facilitators

anyone who is failing to get. a good start. T::;.ilitators will then

set up a apecial tiMe to meet with these stUdents so that their pro-

gress-is equal to the other by the time of the second session. If

theae.students sense that they are getting too far behind, they may

deVelop a psychological block toward making the short talk that.the

instructora will not be able to overcome.

8 7
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SECURING (a) Facilitators may wish to recruit some extra help for the short
ADDITIONAL talk session. Former instructors in the course or teachees who have
HELP had enough experiehce outside the classroom to enjoy the give-and-take

of.the field experience can be very helpful, particularly in handling
the more proficient'students and in serving as critiCs in the first '
small group sessions in the alcoves.

(b).However,facilitators should make the procedures sufficiently
clear to the extra help that they forward the goals of the session
rather than impede them. The goal is this session s not so much

. to be concerned about how the.students h.,10 their hands when they
- speak or whether they say each word cicrLy-, but rather on whether

they can organize their ideas and present those ideas, however roughly,
to small groups of people.

(c) If prison officials are to be present when the speeches are de-
livered at the banquet, the guest help should be alerted in particular
that any criticism offered of the system should be countered with a
constructive solution. Name-callIng should be avoided. No particu-
lar purpose is served by singling out specific Parties who may be

.

powerless to modify institutional behaVior.
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Today I am going to.tell you three things about

First, I a O .11.141,2oLZw Aii--rn-0-04..' Stkg,
/alto1.;'" A. -1," abtzet.,067
S cona,. I am i.ding to ...A-. .-.

T ird, I am going to

As I said,.I am first going to tell you

=4--11

.-07-' FA.* er.------C-72-7.
I . loo* o-it) voil.nfaaL -A.& 1-4141%)4-4,2 .4--o -Lat. cir-404
R . J.LAA* va&-ya-401) ). ULAJL C'-' 't-g80:0'd -eA_,A.,..../ fr:vd.4.11......0_,,

u.a.a. 0../1R-...:ck As-w--b-u4A- cot LAA....E.0 /41.tEL, iu.,

i . A-49,-,41, 4 etzwaAcx.A.7 el, 1.14.PIL .0.-,e1D-41 0,11 Altido LAY . cr42.

TRANSITION: Now that I ha'ire talked to you about
I am ready to mOve on to my seLond point which is

tir.TUXt;ftor 0.1,460 tite_

). LULL '41.1 h40. 1.4"-m-0-10 /z..4 4004,0,) -- 406,0wel, "al-4k

3

cti-ze.40 4

DOUBLE TRANSITION: Now that we have discuSsed
an0 0-Z-ow ka are ready t , move on to my third
point hi ch is

2.

ct4-4)

4.3: n. er:=4-.4Aasc43., Lx-24-1

A 4

4-

.ceu -juate.4_,

onc1uion,I have- diacussed,three päints on my talk today abob.t:

First, I 4-0-ta _A.-L.-0 40
s

Second, I 4164%;A- -iLL :41710:4104-)

Third,

82,7
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Meeting Behavioral Objectives. #2: Relate below the exact steps that you
went through with your student(s) in getting them to organize and deliver Iheir
short talk(s). .Conclude your discussion with at least three recommendations
for improving the instruction during the next set of encounters.

Steps in Organization

Steps in Delivery

Recommendations for Improvement in, the Next Set of Sessions

1.

2.

3.

Meeting Behavioral Objectives #1 & #2: Before the first session of this Unit
dn. small talks, turn in to the facilitators your demonstrationshort talk that
.you'have prepared to-give either to the'group as a whole or in your one-on-one

session with your student. Use the form provided in t:his lesson.
At.the conclusioil of the unit, turn in

to the facilitators the outline of a short talk that any one of the students

delivered to the. group. Use the form provided in this lesson.

9 1
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Today I am going to tell you three thinga about

First, I am going to

Second, I am going to

Third, I am going to

A8 I said, am first going to tell you

TRANSITION: Now that I have talked to you about
I am ready to-move on to my second point which is

F
DOUBLE TRANSITION: Now that we have discussed
and we are ready to rlove on to my third

point which is

In conclusion, I have discussed three points on my talk today about

First, I

Se-ond, I

:Third, I

.192'
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ENCOUNTER #12

Attempting to Communicate Positively in a Large Semi-Formal Group:
Conversations, Testimonials and Selected Speeches at the Final Banquet
and GraduationCeremonies

BEHAVIORAL #1. to remind inmates that all phaseg of society can sit down to a
OBJECTIVES good meal together, communicate, and enjoy each others company.

#2. to encourage inmates and prison officials (and the wives of both
when possible3 to break bread together.
u

#3. to demonstrate to students that the instructors care enough to
inconveoience themselves to prepare a special meal designed for
the students.

04. to offer a climax to the encounters.

#5. to present certificates of achievement to those who have success-
fully completed the courge.

PHYSICAL a. preferably not a correctional setting
FACILITIES b. a large banquet room in a commercial restaurant or a private dining

room at the student union building of a neighboring college are good
locations
c. the setting should permit low lighting, particularly during the meal,
to encourage conversation
d. if inmates nre to be present, prison offi.cials prefer'a location
where security can be unobtrusively maintained
e. kitchen facilities should-be close by, particularly for keeping
food warm and refrigerated .

GENERAL I. All persons who have played any part in the encounters should be

ADVICE given a written invitaticin to attend, with an enclosed poatcard re-
turn. Even if onlY 10% of the guests invited attend, that 10% may be
vital in Securing much needed cooperatiOn with the correctional system.

II. Place cards prevent group seating. However, since it is sometimes
difficult.to accommodate lastininute cancellations and additions, a
host or hostess can meet the guests at the door and show them to their-
places, explaining that the facilitators for the dinner are seeking
a heterogeneous seating arrangement. Vis*ting.couples may be.seated
together, gince the wife or the husband may be new to corrections and
ned oom measure of security.. -

.

II I. Th0 fm-ilitators for the banquet and graduation ceremonies should

"provide Elle f011owing:
*a sign-Up list.of types of foo s that instructors camfix in their .

own..kitchens to supplement th one or tWo dishes that.may be cater-
.

ed

ALL INSTRUCTORS ARE ASKED TO SIGN UP BELOW/ R A DISH THAT WILL SERVE 8-10 PER-

SONS. .FOOD SHOULD BE DELIVERED TO THE PLACE OF THE BANQUET AT LEAST 15-MINUTES
BEFORE THE MEAL IS TO START

meats vegetables salads drinks bread,butter,
paper -plates,etc.

1. 1. 1. 1. 1. °

2. 2. 2. -2:: 2. -

etc. etc. etc. etc. etc.
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TIME
SEQUENCE

9

*candies for lighting during.the meal (watch for bargains all
.during the year to keep down expenses)

*table decorations, including flowers

*a speaker's stand and, if necessary only, a loud speaker system

*music (at a low volume, loud music stifles conversation) during
the meal

*perhaps a visiting speaker, if the speaker can be certain to
limit,his remarks to no more than 10 Minutes

*a program of the eventsof. the evening, featuring the names of
all of,the students and as many of the instructors and guests
as possible. Whethera guest attends the banquet should not be
the prerequisite for having his name. on the program as contri7,
buting to the success of the program.

*name ages (WITH LARGE LETTERING). The information on the name
tags helps break the ice and start conversations.; home toWns,
schools attending, where participating in work release, and
similar informatien starts- the communication.

19g0 13^Mpoirr

GEO. FRANKS

ftiessoon- SMITH CaNTER

IV; Certificates should be showy in nature, bearing some seal and, if
possible, ribbon. InstrUttors shoula.remember that, aithough they have
grown accustomed to sophisticated certificates that are plain in their
dignity, many of those enrolled in the course do notJlave all- that many

awards and wish to show what they have earned eo family and friends.
Facilitators should have extra copies at the banquei in caseaomeone has
been omitted. Ifinmates are permitted.to reproduce their'certificates
on a prison dupli ,ting machine, there-will often be a run on the facil-
ities the Week after the-course is over so thatcopies can be sent to
friends and relatives,

(1) Facilitators responsible'for ordering the certificates, getting the
most impressive list of signatures possible, and entering the names of
the atudents should begin their work early4n the course. The signature
of an important federal or .state politician can serve to elevate the
status of the course, and possibly enhance its effectiveness on Students.

(2).LocnI merchants may be willing.to give discounts on the food to be
catered if they are approached well in advande, and jf the facilitators
abproaching them bear proper credentials. .

(3) The sign-up list fer foods should be posted at a convenient loca-
tion two weeks in advance -of the time of the banquet.
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(4) Facilitators should be at work at the banquet site at least three
hours before the banquet. starts. They should have recruited extra help
among the other instructors, particularly those who have been unavoid-
ably absent from meetings and wiih to make their full contribution to
the encounters. Custodial help at the banquet site should' have been

contacted several days ead of time so they can be of maximum assistance.

(5) Separate tables should\ide set up for'the various courses of the-meal
with provisions for keeping some dishes hot and other's cold. Tables
should be plainly ,labeled main dishes, salads, vegetables, deserts,
drinks, bread-butter-condiments, and cutler Y., Then, when instructors
arrive with their contributions, they know where to put them and do not
have to bother the facilitators who are busy with other things.

(6) The banquet should start promptly on time. Someone, preferably
among the visitors, should be asked to say a. blessing before the meal
begins. The most appropriate blessings are those not associated with
any particular religious sect or church.

(7) Facilitators can appear at the speaker's stand from time to time
during the meal; making short announcements and encouraging the parti-
cipants to return to the tables for seconds as long as the food lasts.

(8) Facilitators should keep the program moving at a brisk pace. The
whole banquet should last a maximum of three hours. Two hours is pre-
ferred.'

(9) Facilitators Are responsible for cleaning up the hall afterwards,
using mops n- brooms.to make certain that the floor is not slippery
when they leave, Other instructors should volunteer to help. Since
the hour may be late when the banquet concludes, someone.should have
seen to it that thealop's and brooms needed for cleaning are not all
locked up.

(10) Thank you letters must be sent to the guests who attended.

SECURING (a) Letters to guests inviting them tosattend the banquet should either
GUESTS be on an appropriate invitation-to-dinner card or on letterhead paper,

individually typed bearing signatures preferably of all instructors
but at least,signed by those who are facilitating the banquet. A re-
turn, self-addressed postcard should be enclosed. Special note should
be made that spouses are invited.

-

(b) The invitation should include the following information:

time place dress
e.g.,7-9:30 PM Floyd Hall informal,

. State Campus but not
Roam 222 casual

purpose
to celebrate together
the achievements of the
communication class

IMPROVING (I) Certificates should be given out before the entire group, with
__THE GROUP each student coming up front to get bis award. Several lacilitators
DYNAMICS OFand at least one prison official should be up front to shake the hands.
THE SESSIONof those' being given the certificates.

(II) The importance of the occasion, is increased if photographs are
taken. However, most states requirethat written permission 1,e secured
ahead of time if inmates pictures are to be taken.' Officials should,
be forewerne4,if photos are to be a part of the ceremony, and any

,
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neWs 'stories should be cleared with appropriate.prison officials be-
fore,they are released to the press.

(III) Group dynamics works more effectively under. crowded conditions
than under expanded seating. Seating should be at.one large set of
tables and not at individual small tables. It is impossible to keep
in-group-seating from occurring if individual tables are used. The
feeling of unity is almost certain to suffer if the group is broken
intO segments. Belew are two suggested seatin
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(IV) If inmates are to attend the banquet at a non-institutional set-
ting, the affair should be hpld in a place that is sufficiently public
so that the offenders do not feel they are heing shunted off into a
corner where they will not cause embarrassment and where they' can be .

kept under surveillance. Security should be unobtrusively built into
the banquet plans.
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(V) If a spirl
instructor-
structors
their contri

conviviality has been established durit4the dinner,
maintain it as the guests are leaving. All in-

o around after the dinner thanking the.guests fOr
to the Program. They should shake the hand of as

many studuntF, possible and thank them for their cooperation.

(y1). If the banquet is to. be held within prison facilities, it is

a little difficult to establish viable grOup dynamics, but, with
some spocial attentioA to detail, it can be Acme. The following should
be carey noted:

The facilitators for the banquet should take it Upon themselves
to seleCt-a site on the prison facilities for the banquet and,
prepare,it for the. meal. Even though 'prison officials offer to
prepare the.place selected, it is nop always possible.for them
to see to such details when there are more important things to.,
be ,done. FaciliEetors should arrive at least three hour§ ahead-
of time to make certain their preparations can be cotpleted with-
out rushing.

Extension cords, three-way adaptor electric plugs, speaker's
stand, vases for flowers, candle holders, matches, paper table
cloths, plastic trash bags,..aad scissors (numbered and .tag
with a Wire tag) are among the items that mey be needed. All items
Should be cleared at the gate,: and a particuYar facilitator should,

A
be appointed tO make certain that all things brought In.are taken.
out. . .
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Meeting Behavioral Objectives #1 and #2: Write an essay describing what you think

were the group dynamics of the banquet. Begin your essay by answering the questions

below:

To what extent were the facilitators successful in getting 4, variety of guests,

prison officials, and inmatea to the dinner? Be specific. Whatpersons would

it have been good to have had present who were not there?

It is infrequent that prison officials and inmates sit down to eat together.

How comfortabte du you think these two voups felt? How comfortable did the

guests feel? Give specific instaUces of breakthroughs or withdrawals.

What do you think of the. Proposition that there is soMething of a myafique

,that can oCctzr when people-sit down to break bread tOgether? Do youthiqk

.
that any such influencawas at work at the banquet?: . .



Meeting Behavioral Objective #3: One means of establishing credibility with
others is to demonstrate to them.that you are willing to inconvenience yourself

in their behalf, How can inconvenience be defined?

If we begin by admitting that undoubtedly the instructors in the course will_pro-

fit from the banquet, all the way from that people will think of them as such --

unseliish people (do-gooders) to the warm glow they may experience-the night of

the banquet. So more than likely instructors will profit &ma the banquet.

So then, how do they demonstrate inconvenience? it Li 121A, 12 more than they mt.-
If the instructors haVe.really'Worked to make the banquet a success; if they have

succeeded in getting together a list of impressive guests; if the homecooked food

that they bring shows the time andclove they put into their effort, then the in--

structors may have demonstrated to the students that-the instructors care enough

ahout their pupils to seriously inconvenlence themselves. Instructors will .

get out of the banquet what they have put into it.

And, according to certain Philosophies, the more you put into a generous deed,

the more you get back. So the more inconvenience, the more benefit to you. So

ehe question may pertain more realistically to napparent.inconvenience", since,

if you leave the banquet with a warm feeling in your heart and hope that the prob-

lems of the woridcan be solved, you have a treasure to store up in your_ soul.

Describe below the degree to which you think the instructors-demonstrated io the

students that they had inconvenienced themselves before, during, and after the

banquet. BE SPECIFIC IN YOUR EXAMPLES, WHENEVER POSSIBLE.



Meeting Behavioral Qbjective #4: The final banquet does offer an opportunity. -

'.for conversation between people who may not-normally talk to each other infor-
mally. It does provide a chance for a limited number of people to speak tO a'

large grow. Thesg are legitimate goals& But the main purpose is to build the

encounters to a climax so that the efforts to construct positive channels of

communication in the students can profit from the favorable glow.that the course
leaves with the enrdllees. '4

Words like "climax" and '"glow" are subjective terms. In these.days of scientific
investigation, subjectivity is sometimes forgot. This omissica can result in"the

development of only a partial pictUre of-how society works, for-emotion is very-.

much a part of all of us.'

Write.a paragraph giving your opinion of the degree to Whiqh you think.the ban4"

quet succeeded in reaching the -climax that would reinforce the' + aspects oE.

communication that.had been stressed in the course.

Meeting BehaVkoral.Objective #5: It: is Often said that para7professionals are
.

tipc, eaiily taken in by,manipulative lnmate.behaltior. Prison:officials Can.be

Manipulative as'well. -Analyze the .certificate awarding ceremony for evidences.of

gell°4iine appreciatidnofsachievement versus.put7on..enthusiasm in the.hqpes: of be-

:ing rewarded by l'constructive!' behavior. -r

GENUINE RESPONSES FAKE RESPONSES



.APPENDk ONE

.:GROUP.DYNAMtCS'

OfficialS.who re-Working in corrections, probations, and-paroles,:by the very

.hature of their:w6rk, often tend to stress Workiiit ts individuals. GrOup work -

does Cake Place; 'ofoourse, and often Very effeCtivelX, but the main job's in--

yolve the efficiai acting'as.a.party of one.
:

.

Inmates:generally avoid group work4 'Some institutions haVe regulations that

Prohibit ,all but officiaflY sanctiOned groups. Offenders tend to sOace tfieme

selves'out.an&to avoict.the appearance el grouping_togethe4 _Often inmates have

no Close friendsiwithinaminsutiOn. InmateS:geit alone. 2hat'way, they,

k&w where they are. ;74

RO
Guests whO enPec. a Orison.do'so -under appreheesipn They are not accustomed tzo

their sUrroundings.' They haVe re.ad storie6 in the preSs thatirltive them anxieties .

lhey tend to.wantto remain Silent,until they...get the lay of the land.

Therefore, facilitatOrsv.who
la attemptr:zroup work,in a prisOn setting must labor'

hard to achieve rgpults.' 'Jlete are some painteaand practical suggesti,ons for

'achieVing successful dynamicaJn a comparatively'short period of.time.

CROSS FIRE:s 'Many, officials and offenders attend rehabilitation. sessions idth

the exprlis purpose of remaining Silent. The9 areprepared:to listen.but noir to

contrOUte. 0ne-1!of the Moat effective Ways o break down-this reluctant to per-7

ticipate is lo develoira-crossfict that catches Up the reticent geoup meMbars.

If.we asaume thabMhe group has . been arranged in siOgle or adoble cirele,

as soon as.someone on one side,of the:circle Comments0A3eraOns.Ontheother Side

should immediately be elertedthat it ii-up to-them to'begin the cross fire.

Ideas are then fired from one gide'of the:'.eiTclevto the ether, aordiss one dia-7.

.meter.' Once that has bee&faiWy eitabliehea, thePersOnS sgated 900 from tilat

cross fire should make their contr,ibution, starting Olother!'interchange that

soverlaps the initial one. Soon, if the techniquewOrK, peoplelare taliing all

'at-IA.11'd the circre, and the reticent inembers geteaught up before:they expect to.

If the cross lire technique of group dynaMiCs is to fUnction, the following

methods:should be Observed:

a. Talkative .instructbrsotudents add guestsahoulB not be seated close to

each other. If two talkative perdons begin an interchange when seated side

by Side,=Others.may feel exOluded. Vacilitatovs should:arrange, for:guestS,

pafticularly these who speak well, to be seated 124 eppoSite.:sides ofthe

circle. If the facilit4tors plans fail aild the guestShaVe:arranged'Chelir-

selves together; he may have toTseek a..way to :fileVe ehe guegV.s-firmlybut

tactfully. A male Can.oftenMeve a female vet:it saai.ly and vic.aver!3a

It iP.Oot necessary to make up. anexcual. The facilitator, diql.simplSi .paY

tha* thegrOUp'Will'wOrk betterif the seatieg'it7rangement is modified

-an4 proceed to '.rearrangethe people,

b. At tigies, An ,instructormey:see thata reticent Member.of: the simaW

gi-oup would like,ato say somethingi3Ut hesitatea: to do So: In such oa,seEi,

the instructorHcan, do one ef two things:

can get aft:indication of the question thatthe student;would:

like:to aak_ad put At to the grOUp this wsY: "Pete here:WOUld like

tO know !! If Pete .offe-rs flack and pretenqa to object to his

'name beirt. used, *the vest majoriti cif .iimee it. will eimpli be a oetr0-.

11
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up to prevent anyone from seeing how much he wants to get into the ,

conversation. It may serve to stimulate him to ask his own question

the next time.

(2) Without disturbing too much the unity. OE the group, the instructor

.

can hold a brief one-on-One with the studedt,. keeping voices-down low.

Facilitators shonld_sense that this is what the instructor is doing and

tolerate,the break in group cohesion. However, the instructor knows

that the name'of the.game is to get theatudent back into the group as

soon as possible. The instructor may even want to.walk with the stthr

dent over to the snack table, talking on the way; andWalk.back with
him, hoping that,.when they return, the matter will be-clear to the

student and the questicin can be forthdoming.
.

To keep stimulating interchanges., every instructor must be vocal--

'not so much that his student partner feels he can sit back and-let

.the instructor do it:all
-but not so little that the student partner fails to'realize that

participation is'thegoai of theoexercise

:d. Atjeast some facilitators should be free to move around,in the group.so.

they can locatethemselves directly across fronv the persons who are doing .

most of the talking.t.If inStructors are not stimulating tha.cross.fire them-.

selves, then.the facilitator,can. begin it by making the sort of comments

.that Will-get the dynamics started. The fadilitator is already on his feet

so it does'not look obvious that:.he is taking his position either to repri7

mand-the instructors who are not doing their job or to manipulate the group

into maximum participation.

e. Instructors sometimes get so interested in the discussion that they be-

gin.to oversha0034 the students. When' this occurS, some observant instructor'

should say bluntlf:."The instructors are doing too much of the talking:,-Let's

_giimaome. of the others a chance." Instructors are there only.to prima the

: pump and'to make certain that issues are kept as-+ aa poasible. .However,

the subject matter is sometimes.sp vital that instructors forget themselves.

The offending inatructor shoUld not feel embarrassed, but take :the ranark

as 4 good sPort. It Is better to be too interested than: not enough.

f. A double-circle seating arrangementHwith students.and:guestsjargely on

the inside circle andinstrUctors largely on the.outsida.does'well in de-

veloping group dynamics, particularly' where the only.facility.available is ,

a room so large thitintimacy is difficult to.achieve,. Students may,say that'

they,feel unnOmforahle.,With such a.Seating arrangement. This uncomfor,t-.

-;-ableneSS.Js probably evidene that the students, feltthey.could'nOt just: sit

back and watch, that.there was pressure on them to get into the discussion
,

er

g. If possible-, keep lighting.in the room as intimate as possible; Some

people who are not sensitive to group dynamics immediately turn on the over ,

head lights when they enter a room. .The same people would not think of do-
.

ing so on entering a night club. People talk more freely when they'fael

less of a spotlight upon them.. A reasonably low Level of lighting that

does not threaten security is helpful to the creation of encouraging group

dynamics.

Once:peopleget seated,, they.do not liketo,be rndvéd., TherefOre,'Ea-

.,cilitatorashould get:to.the base qf Operations ahead Of timeand .decide:nn

Whatating arrangement will produce the moat-interaction. HHere aralsome of
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the ways they can make .certain that their game plan will work:

a. Take any extra chairs out of the room, or fold them up, or stack them

in the back of the room so they cannot be pulled forward easily by reti-

cent studente and latecomers.

b. Rope off any parts where seating is not desired. Simple clothesline

that has been dyed to make it look official will do the job."'

o. Station two or three forceful people eb point out where seating has

been planned. If necessary, these ushers can guide people to their seats.

' d. KeeP power structures from being built into-the.seating arrangements.

Round tafiles break up power plays well, but they are scarce items. Square

tables are easier to build and they cater to our sense that someone ought

to be king of the jungle. So facilitators who are seeking to polarize

their audiences usually have to forego tables and seat people in.circles

just with chairs. This leaves a fiig hole in the center of the group, but

it is better than having-tables set up so people automatically take sides.

If the square table is quite large, or if a complex of six or eight small

square ta6les can be put flush with no gap in the middle, and if,this.per-

mits stifficient seating for everyone concerned, then such tables can be

used constructively.

e. Even if you are employing a circular pattern, you must still be vigilant

not to permit persons favoring one point of -view to sit on one side of the

group, facing people on the other side with an opposing point of:view. It

takes skill to keep this from happening, particularly if ffie issue to be

discussed has high saliency. When people feel uncomfortable or sense that

evep a mild confrontation is coming,- they seek their.own. Therefore,-you

should realize thit gUests are all.mys threatened by being close to often-

."' Ors. If you have just got your guests seated well spaced from eacti°other,and

,when your back is turned, one of them beckons to the other to come over and

:
sit beside him or her, you hav.e your work to do all over again. If the 'names

of the guests can be affixed to the chairs before the seating starts, a good

deal of this back-and-forth movement can be reduced.

SIMULATED CONVERSATION: A good group dtscussion shoUld resemble conversation

iod exhibit the following characteristics:

IT SHOULD BE NOISY.

ONE-SPEAKER SHOUID FEEL RELATIVELY FREE TO INTERRUPT ANOTHER SpEAKER.
, .

/1SHOUID INCLUDE SOMkDEFINITE FACIAL REACTIONS BY PERSONS WHO::ARENOT,

SAYING.ANYTHING'AT THATTARTICULAR..POINT

THE GROUP SHOULD TEND TO MOVE TOWARD EACH OTHER-TO ESTABLISH .CLOSER

RATHER THAN AWAY FROM EACH OTHER TO DESTROY CONTACT.

s'l THE DISCUSSION SHOULD BE DIFTICULT TO BREAK UP. PARTICIPANTS SHOULD WANT

TO KEEP TALKING.
.

, Xilese
characteristics- ofaimulated conversation are among those that are some-

.,times discouraged in other phases of prison life. All of them are threatening

to persons who seek group identification bui have been denied itor have cast

it aside-in the pest. In-some prisons, a lively, highly 7ocal group may be

Jooked upon with suipicion. The faint possibilityof A prison riot is an Under-



standable threat'to any institution. "So bdth offenders andafficials tend to

establish the simulated conversation format with some hesitancy. People want

to pull their chairs back, waiting to ade what the other fellow has to say, be-

ing very patient to let the more talkative members conclude every sentence,

even though everyone in the group knows the end of the thought 10 to 15 words

before it is concluded and even though the talkative'members would often be

please& not to have to go.through the motions of completing each sentence.

In order to help create the atmosphere of a.simulated conversation, fa-

cilitators May try the following:

1. They should interrupt themselves and others with sufficient tact

so that everyone gets the idea of a give-,and-take- format. Do not use

the stock phrases. ,
1.1faylI interrupt?

or..?

/ Excuse me for interrupting, but...

Display your tact with the manner you break in, and not with

. words you use.
4 c

2. Facilitators should generate enough energy at the beginning of

the session to set the pace for the sort of input they expect.
,

3. Facilitators and instructors should keep their bbdies pointed to-

ward the center of the group rather than away.from the group and help

students to do the same;.. If one particular student is leaning back

and even pulling'his chair back, it may be that.an inetructor will

haveito leiVe his position somewhere in*%he circle, first close up

the gap heq.makes by leaving, pull his chair around and sit by.the

isolating student, workilig him slowly into thegroup. With a par-

ticularly recalcitrant student, it sometiMes t4es two-Anstructors

moving unohtrusively,.first one.sitting4"on one side ana then a

second sitting on the other side, movini the-student slowly back into

the group. An instructor of the oppoiite sex is often in the best

psychological position...to make thismaneuver.

SUMMARY: There isva great.deal'to:be said About, title complex phenomenon Of get-

'ttng a grourr'tO so work tOgether,that it becomeaa Weightless unity thatauppresses

Caught', sneezes, and. random movement, coriligOable haS7heen aaid about.group dy,-;

naMics_duritigthe twelv,e) 4ncounteri., pli.experiente iathe,beseteacher'.. Anyone'

Who,.lants to.learn how to getmaximum;efficiency frOm:the groui.experienceneeds '

to gaintis ninch experience as possMejn.yorking withpeopie p:ackgroup

itator'devalops his-own-methods that he knows vill.work ancLthat-heHendoys_ ,



If It Weren't.
for .You

Kick Me
Cops 6. Robbers .. .

. Why Don't You
--Yes But

.::Now I've Got You,
You SOB

...Look How Hard
;:iFtRescuer


